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Physicist Krauss,
Tippett examine
coexistence of
science, religion
JESSICA WHITE
Staff Writer

What if the purpose of life is
just to be alive?
For thousands of years, people
have asked questions, built communities and killed others based
on the meaning of human life and
the idea that we are part of something greater than ourselves.
Physicist Lawrence Krauss
believes we are, but that it’s not
something divine. Krauss, who
has won several awards for his
research and writing, said he
gets the same kind of fulfillment
that many people get from religion or spirituality simply by being part of an amazing universe.
“People want to believe that
there’s some grander purpose to
the universe, and that’s fine that
they want to believe that — I understand that,” he said. “But I’d
like to convince people that the
universe is so amazing itself,
that even if there is no grander
purpose, we make the meaning
in our own lives. We are lucky
enough to be endowed with intelligence that can understand
the universe and can try to make
the world a better place.”
Krauss will join radio producer and host Krista Tippett
for a conversation about modern
physics and the major theological questions it raises at 2 p.m.
today in the Hall of Philosophy.
Tippett, who will use the
conversation for her nationally
syndicated radio program “On
Being,” said interviews with scientists are some of her favorites
and that she has had her eye on
Krauss for years.
“Whether physicists themselves are religious or not, physics
is so full of existential questions
and even of spiritual questions,”
she said. “And Lawrence Krauss
is a scientist who’s talking about
the meaning of it all.”
Krauss is a professor at Arizona
State University’s physics department and School of Earth and
Space Exploration. His research
focuses on cosmology, particularly the beginning and end of the
universe, and he first proposed the
existence of dark energy in 1995.

American Idol McCreery’s soulful baritone
voice graces this bell tower town tonight
RABAB AL-SHARIF
Staff Writer

American Idol champion Scotty
McCreery leads a double life.
He has managed to juggle his
country music career and being on
tour with Brad Paisley with finishing high school and pitching his
school’s baseball team into the playoffs.
The country music superstar and
his famous baritone voice will take
the stage at 8:15 p.m. tonight in the
Amphitheater.
Eighteen-year-old
McCreery
reached celebrity status last year
when he became the youngest male
to win the American Idol title at 17,
during the show’s 10th season.
Since then, his debut album,
Clear as Day, has reached platinum
certification and produced three hit
singles: “I Love You This Big,” “The

Trouble With Girls,” — both certified gold for digital sales — and his
latest release, “Water Tower Town.”
After completing the Virtual Reality World Tour with Brad Paisley
and The Band Perry, McCreery has
accepted some solo dates this summer, one of them at Chautauqua.
But amid his newfound stardom,
McCreery still finds time to live a
normal life.
“My friends back home call the
me the ‘real-life Hannah Montana,’
because I have two lives,” McCreery
said in a Taste of Country article.
The country singer earned a high
school diploma and won his first
CMT Music Award for USA Weekend Breakthrough Video of the Year
all in the same week.
But graduating high school
doesn’t mean his double life is over.
See McCREERY, Page 4

See KRAUSS Page 4

Celebrated educator Hrabowski
to share success in rethinking
math, science schooling
SYDNEY MALTESE
Staff Writer

Freeman Hrabowski remembers
growing up in Birmingham, Ala.,
and discovering two major sources
of inspiration in his life at about
the same time — the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. and algebra.
One of the students who marched
in the 1963 Children’s Crusade for
civil rights, Hrabowski recalls being most inspired by King’s statement that a human has the ability
to shape his or her own destiny.
“At the same time, I was learning
algebra and beginning to understand how important math was to
the education process — what we
do in education, quite frankly, and
what we do in life,” Hrabowski said.
Hrabowski, a 2012 Time 100
“Most Influential People in the
World” honoree, will speak at 10:45
a.m. today in the Amphitheater to
close the week of lectures themed
“Inspire. Commit. Act.”
His lecture will focus on his emphasis of expanding participation
in math and science for American
students. He will also speak on increasing students’ success in higher education. Hrabowski will share
his belief that the United States can
“rethink how we do business” in
education.
As president of the University
of Maryland, Baltimore County,
since 1992, Hrabowski manifests
both early sources of inspiration
in his work to encourage students

HRABOWSKI
of all races to pursue careers in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics.
“Most Americans simply assume that math is not for most
people. The majority of Americans
did not have a positive experience
in math and science,” Hrabowski
said. “I have been inspired all my
life to increase the numbers of
young people of all types who excel in math and science.”
During Hrabowski’s service,
the number of students graduating
from UMBC with a degree in a science- or math-related field increased
significantly — so much that UMBC
has become a national model for
science and math higher education.
See HRABOWSKI, Page 4

‘Midnight Rising’ author
Horwitz presents for CLSC
JENNIFER SHORE
Staff Writer

Tony Horwitz, author of Midnight Rising: John Brown and the
Raid That Sparked the Civil War,
will present at 3:30 p.m. today in
the Hall of Philosophy.
Midnight Rising follows John
Brown to the raid on Harpers
Ferry — a battle that changed the
course of history — and Horwitz
will discuss his research and give
a glimpse into what he learned
while writing the book.
“Midnight Rising is a portrait of
a man so obsessed, and it is also
a portrait of a man of actions reduced to a paragraph in your history books,” said Sherra Babcock,
director of the Department of Education. “The detailed planning
and the detailed efforts in creating this raid are all covered in this
book.”
Chautauqua is also geographically appropriate for Horwitz be-

cause John Brown was a “very
peripatetic man,” and he moved
among northwestern Pennsylvania, northeastern Ohio and upstate
New York.
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TODAY’S WEATHER

HIGH 86° LOW 68°
Rain: 10%
Sunset: 8:54 p.m.

SATURDAY

HIGH 81° LOW 72°
Rain: 40%
Sunrise: 5:54 a.m. Sunset: 8:53 p.m.

SUNDAY

HIGH 82° LOW 72°
Rain: 50%
Sunrise: 5:55 a.m. Sunset: 8:53 p.m.

Help tell the story of each day at Chautauqua by using the Twitter hashtag #CHQ2012 and mentioning Chautauqua in your social posts. See the results at storify.com/chqdaily
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Briefly
News from around the grounds
The Briefly column appears on Page 2 daily and is intended
to provide space for announcements from Institution-related
organizations. If a meeting or activity is featured that day in a
story, it should not be repeated in Briefly. Submit information
to Jen in the editorial office. Please provide name of organization,
time and place of meeting and one contact person’s name with
phone number. Deadline is 5 p.m. four days before publication.

Lauren Rock | Staff Photographer

North Carolina Dance Theatre
artists Sasha Janes and
Rebecca Carmazzi receive
a standing ovation as their
3-year-old daughter, Jaidyn,
surprised Carmazzi with
flowers. Opera singer Raquel
Gonzalez accompanied the
pair in “Lascia la Spina, Cogli
la Rosa” at the performance
Tuesday evening in the
Amphitheater.

Chautauqua Women’s Club
• CWC invites members to the Clubhouse from 2–5 p.m.
today for an afternoon playing mah jongg. Bring a National
Mah Jongg League 2012–13 card. Cards may be purchased
at the Chautauqua Bookstore.
• CWC presents its Flea Boutique Grand Opening from
12–2 p.m. today in the shop behind the Colonnade.
Men’s Club Speaker Series
George Grasser, a founder of Empire State Future, will
discuss “How Smart Growth and New Urbanization Can
Make the Places Where We Live Better” for the Men’s Club
speaker program at 9 a.m. today in the United Methodist
House.
Chautauqua accepts non-perishable food
Chautauquans can dispose of sealed, non-perishable foods,
such as boxed and canned items, in the post office in the
gold-papered carton on the floor inside the north entrance.
The Mayville Food Pantry makes the food available to individuals and families in the Chautauqua Central School
District who are in need. For more information, contact Lou
Wineman at 716-357-5015.
Unitarian Universalist Ethics Series
Daniel Sullivan, president emeritus, St. Lawrence University, asks what ethical politics might look like from 9:30–10:30
a.m. today in the Hall of Philosophy.
Chautauqua Property Owners Association general meeting
The CPOA will hold a general meeting at 9 a.m. Saturday in
the Hall of Philosophy. CPOA President Hugh Butler will
interview Tom Cherry of the Chautauqua Utility District
and Chautauqua’s Director of Operations Doug Conroe on
“Why Water Matters to Chautauqua Property Owners.”
School of Music events
• The School of Music offers a Chautauqua Opera master class with Marlena Malas from 1:15–3:30 p.m. today in
Fletcher Music Hall.
• The School of Music offers a violin master class with
Jacques Israelievitch from 1:30–4 p.m. today in McKnight
Hall.
• The School of Music offers a recital featuring violinist Almita Vamos accompanied by pianist Monique Duphil from
4–5:30 p.m. today in Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall.
Shabbat dinner
The Hebrew Congregation will sponsor a community
Shabbat dinner at 6:30 p.m. July 20 in the community room
of the Everett Jewish Life Center at Chautauqua, 36 Massey.
Reservations are required. The cost is $30 for adults and $15
for children under 12. For reservations and information,
contact Joan Spirtas at 716-357-3415.
BTG sponsors Nature Walk
Naturalist Jack Gulvin will host a Nature Walk at 9 a.m.
today beginning under the green awning at the lake side
(back) of Smith Wilkes Hall. It is sponsored by the Bird,
Tree & Garden Club.
Competitive swim training
Chautauqua Health & Fitness offers competitive swim training with Thomas J. Mann from 2:45–4:15 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays through August 9 at the Turner Community Center. Competitive background required, ages 10 and up, including adult Masters. Fee is $80 for six weeks or $8 per session.
Documentary sneak peek
Daniel Karslake debuts pieces of his documentary-in-progress,
“Every Three Seconds,” about solutions to poverty at 6 p.m.
tonight at the Chautauqua Cinema. Discussion to follow. His
work inspired this week’s theme “Inspire. Commit. Act.”

NCDT brings City of Light to
Amphitheater in grand style
Jane Vranish
Guest Reviewer

A sense of joie de vivre permeated the Amphitheater
Tuesday night as the North
Carolina Dance Theatre and
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra, with guest conductor Grant Cooper, presented
two very different perspectives on Paris — one from an
American point of view, the
other from a native son.
Mark Diamond’s An American in Paris concluded the
evening in grand style, taking advantage of both George
Gershwin’s innovative score
and Gene Kelly’s cinematic
interpretation of a vibrant
Parisian life.
It was amazing that
NCDT accomplished so
much once more on a barebones budget. Without scenery or even background projections depicting the City of
Light, Diamond succeeded
in capturing the spirit of the
piece, now so familiar and
showing no signs of waning
in popularity.
Gershwin had a special tie
to Chautauqua — in 1925, he
completed his Concerto in

R E V I E W
F in one of the Institution’s
historic practice studios,
which are still located on the
grounds. So it was with a special sense of tradition that the
orchestra tackled the sweeping work, although the brass
could have provided more of
an edge to their sound.
Diamond used the bustle
and brio of the CSO accompaniment to pack the stage with
nearly 40 distinctive characters, including the scampering Maitre d’ — a terrific
Gregory DeArmond — faux
fighting Apache dancers, lovers — of course — a policeman, a pair of nuns, Moulin
Rouge showgirls and a pair
of scene-stealing poodles
named Annie and Charlie.
The American in the title
role was the charismatic Pete
Walker, clad in a Kelly-style
cardigan, who periodically exploded with powerful jumps
and spins instead of flurries of tap dancing. Yet those
trademark side heel clicks remained a snazzy reminder of
the Oscar-winning flick.
In general, Diamond chose
a Broadway-style ’50s flair
to it all, full of sashays and
sugar steps, with a brief nod
to the jitterbug. It was all wellstaged, except for the ending.
Caught in the swirling eddies
of music, Diamond brought
back DeArmond’s Maitre d’,
a great way to add some extra zing. But the final poses
reserved for Walker and his
charmingly elusive Parisienne love interest, Jamie Dee,
seemed to stretch on languidly instead of equaling the music with a dash of panache on
that final chord.
Last performed here in
2010, Jean-Pierre Bonnefoux’s
“Danse Brillante,” on the
other hand, could be called a
choreographic amuse-bouche.
In other words, it struck a
single note, using the classroom vocabulary without ex-

ploring any new territory.
He first saw it at the Paris
Opera Ballet and re-created
it to perform with his wife,
Patricia McBride, more than
30 years ago. Although it’s
not one of Bonnefoux’s best,
his innate musicality still
surfaced, touching on the
folk elements inherent in
Edouard Lalo’s score and
adhering to the musical textures, rhythmic versus piquant, in alternating groups
of men and women.
It had to overcome a rather
staid opening segment and
odd accents peppering the
second segment to really get
going. The high point came in
a pas de deux for Anna Gerberich and Walker. It was a microcosm of the classical format
but with more connective choreographic tissue. Bonnefoux
also showed a good sensibility
for the piece’s climactic moments, including a dramatic
one-armed lift and a majestic
promenade for Gerberich, leg
stretching for the stratosphere.
The aperitif to it all, you
might say, were selections from
“Sleeping Beauty.” It seems
that audiences can’t quite get
enough of ballet’s handful of
classics that have survived
fairly intact and include “Swan
Lake,” “Coppelia,” “Don Quixote” and “Giselle.”
“Sleeping Beauty” is
the jewel box among them,
housing a pristine array of
divertissements, all to be presented with an effortless
technique. But NCDT dancers are noted for their vivacity and personality, which
looked overdone in this Bonnefoux arrangement.
So Melissa Anduiza, who
can be an alluring dancer,
looked more like Carabosse
while her legs attacked the
beginning of the Lilac Fairy
variation and the Bluebird
variation, with Dee and
DeArmond who failed to
soar. Gregory Taylor, however, showed promise in his
pas de trois with Sofia Arenci-

bia and Sarah Hayes-Watson,
bringing an airy lightness to
his jumps.
Once again, Gerberich took
the stage, resplendent in white
and gold, with Addul Manzano in a shortened version
of Aurora’s grand pas de deux
with the Prince — there was
no male variation. He looked
noble, so pulled up and in control. And she presided over
the Amp like royalty, moving
across the stage en pointe while
she embraced the air and then
holding balances at will.
Sasha Janes and Rebecca
Carmazzi held the stage at will
in Janes’ 2006 duet, “Lascia la
Spina, Cogli la Rosa.” The title
translates as “leave the thorn,
take the rose” and indeed,
Carmazzi wore a red leotard
with a removable “thorny”
skirt. But the meaning went
deeper than that. In perusing
it further, you could find that,
“in seeking love, we inadvertently seek our own pain.”
So
when
Carmazzi
wrapped her legs around
Janes’ waist as if she would
never let go, it was the pain
of love that held onto him.
Occasionally, the lifts verged
on the acrobatic, but with
the meaningful performance
that these two accomplished,
it was the sheer poetry and,
yes, the passion, that transcended the dance.
By the end, she was draped
over his shoulder, seemingly
with the knowledge that this
pain, this sorrow, was a burden that he was glad to carry.
As the couple, married in
real life, took their bows, a
tumultuous applause erupted from the audience, who
knew that the dancers would
not perform this duet again
because Carmazzi is transitioning into retirement.
But what was more rewarding for the pair was the
reception they got as they
took their seats during intermission. As they entered
the Amp, waves of applause
greeted them as they passed,
perhaps a symbol of how
NCDT and its dancers have
become a cherished part of
the Chautauqua community.
Jane Vranish is a former dance
critic for The Pittsburgh PostGazette and continues there as
a contibuting writer. Her stories can be read on the dance
blog “Cross Currents” at pittsburghcrosscurrents.com.
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In American higher education, a new emphasis on STEM

S

tatistics about underrepresentation in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) careers are
especially troubling. Underrepresented groups make
up 29 percent of the national population, and they are the
fastest-growing in the nation. Unfortunately, members of
these groups represent only 9 percent of the nation’s collegeeducated science and engineering workforce.
I recently had the privilege of chairing the National
Academies committee that produced the report “Expanding
Underrepresented Minority Participation: America’s Science
and Technology Talent at the Crossroads.” The report documents the poor performance of these students in STEM, and
it lays out a number of recommendations in areas ranging
from undergraduate retention to teacher preparation.
Many might be surprised that underrepresented minorities
aspire to earn STEM degrees at roughly the same rate as other
groups. However, only about 20 percent of these students
complete undergraduate STEM programs within five years.
And while white and Asian American students are more successful, their completion rates are also troubling, with only 33
and 42 percent of those students, respectively, finishing STEM
degrees in five years. The country is struggling to remain
globally competitive in science and technology. Retaining and
graduating undergraduates of all races in STEM fields should
be a priority in American higher education.
An initial step in attacking this problem is simply engaging key groups in honest dialogue about the goal of
increasing student success. Presidents, provosts, deans and
department chairs can show their interest in the subject by
facilitating discussions with students, faculty and staff. It
helps when leaders can ask good questions: Why is it that
such small percentages of all these different groups currently complete STEM degrees? Do faculty and staff know about
these low percentages, and are they concerned? While one
challenge is that many students must work to pay for their
education, other questions involve the quality of the teaching and learning on campuses. Holding focus groups can
help leaders gain a clearer understanding of the problems.
At my institution in the late 1980s, many minority students were discouraged by limited prospects for success
in STEM fields. For example, even the highest-achieving
black students tended to earn Cs or below in upper-level
science classes. To understand the problem, we conducted
focus groups with students, faculty and staff, resulting

From Today’s Lecturer
Guest Column by Freeman A. Hrabowski III

in many changes, both short- and long-term. We created
the Meyerhoff Scholars Program, an initiative focused on
high expectations, active faculty engagement, peer support
and undergraduate research experience. We 1) encouraged
students to study in groups, 2) strengthened tutorial centers,
3) encouraged faculty members to give students feedback
earlier in the semester so students could make adjustments,
4) emphasized the need to communicate with incoming
students about the demands they would face in STEM fields,
and 5) created a framework to support and encourage them
in their crucial first year.
More recently, to improve student performance in chemistry, the faculty redesigned the first-year curriculum and
opened the Chemistry Discovery Center, emphasizing active
learning and collaboration. The rate of students scoring Cs
or better in introductory chemistry classes has increased
from about 70 percent to almost 85 percent. As a result of
this success, other STEM departments have redesigned their
first-year courses, and we have created a new facility known
as CASTLE (College Active Science Teaching and Learning
Environment), which draws on best practices involving technology, collaboration, and active learning.
Grades and statistics highlight specific parts of the problem, but they don’t tell the whole story. We need to understand how our students are doing emotionally, and how they
view their experience in and out of the classroom. For those
who are graduating, but barely making it, we have to ask if
that student will have the confidence to succeed in a STEM
career or to pursue a graduate degree in a STEM discipline.
And we need to understand the different issues facing
subgroups, e.g., women in computer science, African American males in engineering, or Hispanic women in chemistry.

Simply looking at overall averages will not give us enough
information to effect needed changes.
The underrepresentation of women in STEM fields, both
at the student and faculty level, is a continuing national
problem, especially, for example, in the computational sciences and engineering. Through the NSF-funded ADVANCE
program, we have developed multiple initiatives, including
mentoring and revised institutional policies, to increase
the participation of women faculty in STEM fields and to
advance them through the faculty ranks and into leadership
positions. This comprehensive “university as mentor” approach is designed to embed focused, continuous support of
women scientists at all levels — undergraduate and graduate students and faculty — into the fabric and foundation of
the university’s culture. The program started in 2003, and in
four years UMBC increased the number of female tenuretrack STEM faculty members by nearly 50 percent.
Our work with both undergraduates and faculty reflects
the approach we have taken to changing the university’s
culture: Faculty and staff of all races need to take ownership of these issues so we can develop solutions to difficult
problems. We view the culture of the institution as manifesting itself in every aspect of daily life on the campus. It is
reflected in the questions we ask (and also how and of whom
we ask them), the achievements we measure and highlight
(and those we ignore), the way we discuss and learn from
mistakes, the initiatives we support (or don’t support) and,
most important, the process we use for determining academic and administrative priorities. In this context, we believe
that changing institutional culture to focus more directly on
broad societal challenges — such as closing the achievement
gap and addressing such issues as economic development,
national security, health care and the environment — is critical to the future of higher education.
Changing our expectations about who excels in science
will not be easy. The only way we can succeed is if the
leaders of our campuses see this challenge as a national
imperative. The challenge of increasing and broadening
participation in STEM fields is vital to our nation’s economy
and security, and leaders should bring to this effort the same
rigor that we bring to any scientific project, continually assessing outcomes and sharing what works. As we address
these challenges, we will find that the practices we develop
will help us ensure that all students succeed.

Photos courtesy of Chautauqua Institution Archives

Three of the open air venues for the Sacred Song Service

Education, performance, worship: History of the Sacred Song Service
George Cooper
Staff Writer

On a number of occasions,
Jared Jacobsen, Chautauqua
organist and worship and
sacred music coordinator,
and Marlie Bendiksen, Chautauqua Institution Archives
associate, have instructed
and delighted Chautauqua
audiences on the subject of
hymns — a little bit of history, a little bit of song.
This year will be a little
more of the same and a little
bit different. Titled “History
of the Sacred Song Service,”
their Chautauqua Heritage
Lecture Series presentation
will begin today at 3:30 p.m.

in the Hall of Christ. They
invite audience participation.
Given presentations by
Jacobsen and Bendikesen in
years past, the series’ attention to Chautauqua’s Sacred
Song Service is the next logical
thing to do, Bendiksen said.
But there is more to it
than logic.
At the end of last summer, a letter to the editor of
The Chautauquan Daily raised
questions about the purpose
of the service.
“The writer raised some
good questions, which led
to the subtitle of the program,” Bendiksen said.
“Education,
performance
or worship. Those three cat-

egories were instrumental
in guiding the history of the
Sacred Song Service.”
Though the pair had clear
and defined categories to
think about, history is not always so helpful.
“It is difficult to say when
the Sacred Song Service began,” Bendiksen said. “It depends on what you call it.”
Using old bulletins and
choir records, Bendiksen
found that the service was
identified throughout the
years by different names,
different customs, different
people, different conditions
— just about everything is
different except that the service happened in the evening.

“There is something magical about the twilight hour,”
Jacobsen said. “The changing of light over the summer.
I trade on that every now
and then.”
Jacobsen referred to how
the service evolves with the
seasonal changes. People arrive in daylight all summer,
but from week to week, the
darkness falls earlier and earlier, contributing to the sense
of meditation and reflection
nighttime brings.
One additional feature
of consistency has been the
openness of the service’s
venue, though that location
has changed.
“The open nature of the

hall,” Jacobsen said, “puts
a whole other spin on what
you can do.”
The barking dog. The kid
shouting. In the first years of
Chautauqua Institution, the
service was in the Grove that
is now called Miller Park.
Jacobsen said some of the
old services included people
in costume, calling them
“just short of pageants. But
you can do this in an outdoor
setting and in the summer.
Sacred Song Service as a concept allows itself a great deal
of flexibility.”
The history of the Sacred
Song Service is similar to
the stories of many Chautauqua traditions, Bendiksen

said, “where tradition is writ
large, but the components
shift according to the times
and the people.”
And though history is
about knowing things, the
Sacred Song Service cuts an
unclear path.
“The choir has been the
linchpin,” Bendiksen said. “It
started in the Grove, but not
under that name. There was
a service of songs at bedtime
from the beginning.”
But the pair is quite clear
about the categories. As is
so much at Chautauqua, the
Sacred Song Service has been
and is about education, performance and worship.

Writer-in-residence Rolnick bases Brown Bag lecture on Week Three theme
Jennifer Shore
Staff Writer

Josh Rolnick, prose writerin-residence for Week Four,
will fuel his experience at the
Writers’ Center with what he
has learned on the grounds as
a Chautauquan.
For his first trip as writerin-residence, he wanted to
center his Brown Bag lecture
on the week’s theme, “Inspire.
Commit. Act.”
“People really think deeply
about a particular theme,”
Rolnick said. “I really love it
when not just the lecture of
the day but some of the other
events throughout the day are
linked to the theme.”
He will present “The Tug
of Stories” at 12:15 p.m. today
on the porch at the Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall to
help inspire Chautauquans to
write, get them to commit to
it and take action by actually
doing it.
“When I say ‘the tug of
stories,’ I mean I have literally been moved by fiction in

my life, and
I
literally
remember
reading
stories and
having just
an emotional reaction,”
Rolnick
rolnick
said.
He will
speak about how novels and
short stories inspire readers
and how they can stimulate
commitment, acting and the
entire process itself — along
with some of the stories that
have inspired him.
“Writers don’t write to see
themselves in print,” he said.
“They write, ultimately, to
commit an effect on people, to
move them, to reach them.”
Sometimes the simplest of
stories can challenge a writer
to create a work readers can
empathize with and enjoy,
which was the case for his
short story “Mainlanders.”
The story follows two adolescent boys who want to ask
two girls on a date, and though

it seems straightforward, Rolnick said the story took him
13 years to write. After working with the two girl characters, he finally found a way to
make readers understand the
characters’ motivations, and
he finished the story.
One of the most influential
lessons he learned when he
started out was to write — and
write a lot. He said it’s vital to
write the first draft from the
subconscious and not allow
anything to interfere — you
just have to write before it can
be judged or edited.

“Revising is not re-thinking
so much as it is re-dreaming,”
he said. “It’s a notion that you
don’t brainstorm when you’re
trying to write fiction — you
literally dream-storm.”
Rolnick said people attend
Chautauqua’s programs to
be inspired by new things,
ideas, people and arts — to be
exposed to new and interesting information. He wants his
lecture to be a two-way discussion about how fiction is
inspirational.
Clara Silverstein, director of
the Writers’ Center, is thrilled

to have Rolnick at the Writers’
Center this week. During the
2011 Season, he gave a reading
at the Open Mic, and with the
release of Pulp and Paper last
fall, this year’s appearance is
perfect timing.
Pulp and Paper is the 2011
John Simmons Short Fiction
Award Winner, and his writing has been published in a

variety of publications, including Harvard Review, Storyville and Gulf Coast. He is
the editor of an independent
literary annual, Unstuck, and
the publisher of a Jewish ideas
journal, Sh’ma.
“My hope is that people
will leave the talk and want to
run out and read a wonderful
book,” Rolnick said.
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Hrabowski
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“That’s the reason we’ve
been the No. 1 up-and-coming university in the country
for three years — because of
our emphasis on academic
innovation and inclusive excellence,” he said.
According to Hrabowski,
the U.S. has not yet perfected
inclusiveness in education,
because only 2 percent of
all Ph.D.s awarded in sci-

ence and mathematics go to
African-Americans and only
2 percent go to Hispanics or
Latin Americans.
“We still have not gotten
to the point as a nation that
we are accustomed to seeing Americans of all races —
men and women — excelling
across sectors in our society
in large numbers,” he said.
Hrabowski decided to
tackle the issue of underrepresented, marginalized
identity groups in science.

Lost and Found
A lost-and-found office is located next to the Farmers Market,
south of the Main Gate Welcome Center (716-357-6314).
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The Meyerhoff Scholars program at UMBC, founded by
philanthropist Robert Meyerhoff, is one way UMBC seeks
to encourage students of all
backgrounds to succeed.
The program helps underrepresented students —
mainly African-Americans
— succeed in undergraduate
science or math programs
and go on to get Ph.D.s.
Many also go on to perform
research in their fields.
“That success with that
program led us to replicate
best practices throughout the
campus,” Hrabowski said.
“We have re-thought and actually re-designed first-year
science courses to ensure
that most students of all races
actually succeed. The success
is increasing substantially.”
Having traveled the nation
speaking to educators at every level from kindergarten
to college, Hrabowski knows
success in math and science
is crucial to the future of the
nation.
Educators can work to
achieve greater success in
math and science, Hrabowski
said, by encouraging colleges
and universities to work more
closely with grade-school
and high-school teachers. In
this way, teachers at all levels
can become more comfortable handling the subjects of
math in science in a way that
will seem more consistent
and familiar to students.
Hrabowski will suggest in
his lecture today that the first
place to start increasing the
number of students studying math and science is in
first-year courses at universities and colleges. Many students, he said, with excellent
Advanced Placement scores
in science and math and exemplary transcripts, will not
succeed in their first-year
science and math courses.
Those students are then discouraged from a career in
those fields.
“Now that’s the secret of
America that’s never really
talked about,” Hrabowski
said. “Because normally
people will say, ‘Oh, they just
wanted to go into another
field that has more money.’
No, the fact is that is that most
of those students got Cs or below in chemistry or physics
or mathematics. And nobody
wants to talk about that, because it’s embarrassing.”
For this reason, UMBC
has been researching how
to innovate traditional edu-

cational methods to ensure
that more students are given
the opportunity to learn and
succeed in the classroom.

Innovative environments
are those in which
people are willing to look
in the mirror and see the
truth — the good and the
bad and the ugly — and
then to focus on what
can be done to improve
the situation.
—FREEMAN HRABOWSKI
President, University of
Maryland, Baltimore County

“Our campus is an honors
university, and it’s a place
where it’s cool to be really a
nerd, quite frankly. We are often the national chess champions,” Hrabowski said.
Hrabowski chose a career
in higher education because
of the joy he experienced
while working with students
and his firm belief that education transforms lives.
“Faculty and staff at a university have the opportunity
to work very closely with
students in helping them to
shape their future. I enjoy the
college experience, because
it’s a place where ideas are
flourishing,” he said.
Similarly,
Hrabowski
understands that ideas are
flourishing in Chautauqua.
Though he has never visited
the Institution before, he expects the Amphitheater to be
full of people wishing to expand their perspectives.
“I hope they bring to the
lecture an open mind, first,
and secondly, I hope that I
will give them something to
think about that may take a
different approach from the
way they’ve thought about
some of these issues before,”
Hrabowski said.
He refers to those different
approaches as “food for the
mind to chew on.”
“Innovative environments
are those in which people are
willing to look in the mirror
and see the truth — the good
and the bad and the ugly —
and then to focus on what
can be done to improve the
situation,” Hrabowski said.
Like solving a satisfyingly
tricky algebra problem or
walking for civil rights, educational reform, he said, will
happen one step at a time.

mcCREERY
FROM PAGE 1

McCreery plans to attend
North Carolina State University in the fall, to study
communications and public
relations, but he won’t put
his music career on hold.
“I never wanted to sit
behind a desk; that wasn’t
me. I love entertaining,” he
told Billboard. “If I wasn’t on
(‘Idol’), I would’ve tried to
head to Nashville and make
it the traditional way.”
McCreery looks forward
to another first: the possibility of writing a song for his
second album.
“I was never a huge writer growing up, but it’s definitely growing,” McCreery
told Taste of Country.
He said for his new release, he wants to stay away
from love songs.

krauss
FROM PAGE 1

He has been published in
The New York Times, The Wall
Street Journal and Scientific
American, and last month, he
was a guest on “The Colbert
Report,” where he discussed
physics and theology.
Science against religion
has been a battle since Nicolaus Copernicus defied the
Catholic Church by suggesting the sun, not Earth,
is the center of the universe
in the mid 1500s — if not
before. But Krauss said that
doesn’t mean science and
religion can’t coexist.
“Science doesn’t make
it impossible to believe in
God,” he said. “It just makes
it possible to not believe in
God.”
Krauss’s new book, A
Universe from Nothing, supports the second notion by
essentially de-legitimizing
the need for a god. For
thousands of years, people
have used God to explain
the universe’s creation.
How else could billions of
particles, stars, galaxies and
lives have popped out of
nothingness?
But in the past 40 years,
as Krauss explains in his
book, physicists have discovered that empty space
contains most of the energy
in the universe, and that
empty space actually has
mass. The mass is causing
the expansion of the universe to speed up rather
than to slow down — a dis-

“I don’t want to get caught
up in the sappy love songs;
those are important, but I
want them to get a feel for
who I am as an artist and sing
about real things in life,” McCreery told Taste of Country,
saying his current goal is to
reach out to fans. “Every day
I’m singing for somebody
who might have not heard of
me before or who may have
not seen me play live before,
so you’ve got to bring it every
night and try to bring them
over to your side.”
McCreery’s Idol experience has acclimated him to
massive crowds, but he still
becomes nervous before
taking the stage, he said in
the same interview.
“Once I get out there, it
kind of calms down,” he
said, “and it feels like that’s
where I’m supposed to be
and what I’m supposed to
be doing.”
covery that won the 2011
Nobel Prize in physics.
When the laws of gravity and quantum mechanics are applied, the empty
space can become unstable.
That means empty space
can actually produce particles out of nothingness,
Krauss said. Based on those
discoveries, it is likely that
even empty space itself can
pop in and out of existence.
Most universes that
could pop into existence
in such an unstable way
shouldn’t survive long
enough to do anything, he
said, but ours has. The only
kind of universe that can
pop out of nothingness and
survive long enough for
people to be here and ask
questions happens to have
exactly the characteristics
of the one in which we live.
“Does that prove that we
popped out of nothing? No,
but it makes it plausible,”
Krauss said. “And even that
is remarkable — the fact
that modern science has
begun to ignite these questions that previously fell in
the domain of theology.”
Though Krauss, who
grew up Jewish, is not religious, he said he’s not in the
business to destroy God.
“What I’m really doing is
celebrating the revolution
that’s taken place in our understanding of the universe
in the last 40 years,” he said.
“I want to explain to people
how wonderful the real
universe is.”

On his
mark
ADAM BIRKAN
Staff Photographer

War of 1812
reenactor Jesse
Abbott takes aim
on Tuesday as
part of Buffalo
Day festivities
on the grounds.
WNED, Buffalo’s
PBS station,
screened the PBS
documentary on
the war.
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Malas brings cautious confidence to guest-teaching opera students
Yemi Falodun
Staff Writer

She gracefully walked up
the roadside with a bag and
a cup gently balanced in her
hands. Her chic, dark shades
screened out the morning
sun. And with a subtle smile,
Marlena Malas’ presence
overtook the scene.
“Each time I do it, I get
more and more nervous,”
said Malas, chair of the
School of Music’s Voice Program.
She continues tradition
by teaching Jay Lesenger’s

opera students in the
master class
at 1:15–3:30
p.m. today
in Fletcher
Music Hall.
In
return,
L
e
s
e
nger
malas
teaches Malas’ Voice students.
Despite exuding confidence, Malas is never settled
in her role, which involves
instructing young people
who are either starting up a
career or are mid-career.
“Somebody can come in

there, and say something and
shake the whole thing up,”
Malas said. “So, I’m very cautious about what I say.”
For decades, Malas, an internationally renowned recitalist, has groomed many
talented vocalists who have
gone on to have stellar careers. She is a voice teacher at
the Curtis Institute of Music,
where she graduated in 1960.
And since 1986, she has been
a key faculty member, guest
teacher and consultant at the
school.
But Malas senses an uneasy changing culture within

the profession that provides
her both joy and motivation.
“We’re in a peculiar era
right now,” she said, “where
conductors and opera company owners are looking for
loud and fast. … And that’s
not where my head is. Give
me beautiful, well done, well
supported and healthy. And
it will be loud enough.”
Malas said people use
headphones all the time at
high volume. Thus, people
expect to go into a theater
and get the same sound presence, which is impossible
without sound effects.

When Malas and her family see various stage productions, she has the same problem.
“It’s so bloody loud you
have to put cotton in your
ear,” Malas said.
The increased demand
for louder and faster has not
deterred Malas from continuing to do things her way,
especially in her upcoming
master class.
“I don’t believe in the term
‘master class’ — I hate it,”
Malas said. “I think it’s just
a dialogue between two people. If some good comes out

of it, that’s great.
“The more they understand the technical aspects
of singing, the more they can
rely on that, which enables
them to grow in other ways.”
But Malas and the students will not be alone, as a
curious audience will join in
the teaching process.
“When you’re doing it
one on one, it’s like a doctor
and his or her patient,” Malas said. “The minute that
there’s a third party, it becomes something of a performance.”

CSO musicians demystify CTC’s Didion embraces
challenge of breathing
communication with
chamber music Brown Bag life into new character
Kelsey Burritt
Staff Writer

The smallest of gestures
can begin the greatest of
classical works. A breath, a
nod, or perhaps a wink could
summon up a rush of notes,
a soaring melody line, the resounding final beats of a Mozart quartet.
The mysterious interconnectedness between the
members of a chamber group
will be brought to light at
12:15 p.m. today in Smith
Wilkes Hall for the first Symphony Partners’ Brown Bag
on communication in chamber music.
Four Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra members
will lead the Brown Bag with
a discussion of chamber music and the crucial component of communicating with
fellow musicians. Violinists
Lenelle Morse, Erica Robinson, and Margaret Cooper
— who will play viola for
the Brown Bag — and cellist
Daryl Goldberg will play as
a quartet and as individual
musicians. They will speak to
the challenges and rewards
of making music in a chamber music setting.
“It’s going to be a string
quartet of friends,” said
Morse, who has been in
charge of organizing the
Brown Bag events for Symphony Partners since they
began about eight years ago.
“We’ve known each other for
a very long time. We will be
playing a wedding ceremony later that afternoon, and
when I realized it was the
same day, I said, ‘Oh! How
about doing the Brown Bag
also, and we’ll make it about
chamber music?’ “
Although the quartet does
not play together regularly,
they have performed for
Symphony Partners’ recitals
in the past.
“Chamber music is something that almost all of us
really love doing because
you’re able to express yourself more freely than you are
in an orchestra situation,”
Morse said.
The Brown Bag will be
centered around chamber
music as it comes together
in rehearsal but will also
delve into how the musicians
communicate nonverbally in
performance, which Morse
describes as “very hard to describe, but very easy to see.”
The musicians will take

time to play individually and
then as a group, so the audience will have the chance to
hear the voices separately
and then how they fuse together to create the piece’s
final sound.
“I think that’s very interesting for an audience — to
be able to have their ears
hone in on what’s going on,”
Morse said.
Goldberg, a member of the
CSO for 26 years, said without a conductor in chamber
music, everyone has to know
one another’s parts and to be
constantly listening to cue
one another.
“For instance, if there’s an
important beat and it happens to be in the cello part,
then I would have to cue it
with a head nod or a sniff or
some indication that’s subtle
for us but not obvious necessarily to the audience,” Goldberg said.
Chamber music is known
for its more intimate musical
quality. The name originated
from the music that would
be played in the chambers of
kings and other great leaders
and aristocrats.
“When we’re in the orchestra, there’s a lot of people

on stage, so you couldn’t possibly watch 60 or 70 people all
at the same time, but there is a
great energy that you would
notice,” Goldberg said.
With only four members
in front of them, the audience
can notice every miniature
gesture that the musicians
make, and appreciate that
energy on a smaller scale.
“It’s a great way for us to
meet the audience and for the
audience to meet us on a personal basis,” Goldberg said.
Just as the CSO relies on
its audience in the concert
hall, the musicians in the
Brown Bag feed off the questions and comments of the attendees.
“One of the things I love
about this is it’s very freeform,” Morse said. “If someone asks a question that takes
us in another direction, we’re
all about that.”
The
Symphony
Partners will sponsor two more
Brown Bags on July 27 and
Aug. 10. The Partners are a
volunteer organization to
help connect the CSO musicians with the Chautauqua
community.
Memberships
cost $20 for families and $10
for individuals.

The Chautauquan Daily on the Web
Check out chqdaily.com this summer for the headlining
stories from the Daily, multimedia content and a PDF of
today’s newspaper.

Jessie Cadle
Staff Writer

The script’s character
description for Alice in Everything Is Ours says, “She
wants.”
Conservatory
actor
Kelsey Didion “wants” to
play Alice to the best of her
ability in the one week she
has to cultivate her character.
“Alice is searching for the
thing that will make her feel
like she has purpose,” Didion said. “She has a lot to give
… she wants so much to be
needed and to be useful.”
Alice is but one complex
character in Everything Is
Ours, the first Signature
Staged Reading in Chautauqua Theater Company’s
New Play Workshop, which
shows at 4 p.m. today and
2:15 p.m. Saturday in Bratton
Theater.
Signature Staged Readings are small-scale productions put together in a week
by design fellows, conservatory actors, guest artist actors, and this week, guest
director Adrienne Campbell-Holt and Everything
Is Ours playwright Nikole
Beckwith.
Beckwith’s play follows a
financially successful GenX couple, Mitchell and Sara,
who live together but don’t
grasp the rules of social con-

DIDION

duct. When
a more traditional
couple, Tim
and Alice,
visit and a
child, Elsie, enters
the
couple’s lives,
their world

shifts.
Everything Is Ours features guest artists and five
conservatory actors, including Didion. She played level-headed and witty photojournalist Liz Imbrie in The
Philadelphia Story, and will
play Pheobe in As You Like It
later this season.
Didion, a graduate student at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, is familiar with Chautauqua because her husband, a potter, spent a summer at the School of Art a
few years ago.
He returns with her this
summer, as he again was accepted into the School of Art.
“(Chautauqua) is this
wonderful incubator for artists,” Didion said. “There is
so much to feed the artist
here in so many different
ways, not just theatrically.
The people are such a supportive community.”
Those connections — between community and company, audience and actor,

and actor and actor — draw
Didion to theater.
“The beauty of theater
is relationship,” she said.
“Theater can’t exist in a vacuum. It needs an audience or
a scene partner.”
Didion fell for the art in
high school and continued
to study it at the University
of Evansville.
“They really taught me
about bringing myself to the
work,” she said.
That serves as a particularly useful tool for the
Signature Staged Reading
today, as Didion breathes
life into a character continuously being constructed between performances. Lines
can be added, blocking can
change and the play shifts.
“That’s such an exciting
and alive thing to be a part
of the collaboration,” Didion
said. “It keeps everybody
on their toes, and we are all
contributing to this thing
that’s taking shape.”
She is particularly drawn
to Everything Is Ours, because the characters are human and relatable. Alice, as
a character, is a person Didion has met many times, she
said.
“That’s what the playwright has done really well,”
Didion said. “(The characters) have their eccentricities, but I’ve met all of them
… It feels so human.”
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Ming: ‘Sesame’ proves educational TV
can help kids reach highest potential
Laurence Léveillé
Staff Writer

When Joan Ganz Cooney
launched “Sesame Street”
in 1969, it was considered as
risky as sending a man to the
moon.
Her mission was to use
technology to help educate
children. What was once
seen as ambitious and unheard of has now become a
43-year mission to teach children around the world.
H. Melvin Ming, president and CEO of Sesame
Workshop, spoke about the
efforts of “Sesame Street”
to educate children through
media and images of success
during Thursday’s morning
lecture, “Sesame Street: Four
Decades of Making a Difference,” as part of Week Three,
themed “Inspire. Commit.
Act.”
“We believe it is a duty of
ours to help every child that
we can reach, reach their
highest potential,” Ming
said.
“Sesame Street” prides
itself on its research process
and its ability to create images that help teach children. Each episode serves as
a model for children to help
them become a solution to an
issue. The TV show includes
a mixture of children, adults
and Muppets.
“There is power in Muppets to inspire learning and
to teach lessons that are difficult to learn otherwise,”
Ming said.
An education research
group reviews every show’s
script and tests it with children to ensure its message
comes across and to see what
it teaches them, Ming said.
The work producers and
creators do is also based on
four guidelines. First, they
must focus on the needs of
children and how the media
will provide a solution. They
must also create engaging
content to teach the children.
“If I’m not keeping the
kids, I’m not teaching the
kids,” Ming said. “Boring
them with good stuff is not
going to change their lives,
so the content has to be engaging, has to be relevant,
has to be good.”
The show must also reach
the children, but in an age
during which 80 percent of
children are in day care or
preschool, Sesame Workshop
needs to find new ways to
reach them, Ming said.

As a nonprofit organization, Sesame Workshop must
reinvest in creating new content to meet new needs, he
said.
Throughout the lecture,
Ming showed a few videos
to exemplify how “Sesame
Street” inspires, commits
and acts.
When Sesame Workshop
found out 800,000 children
were dealing with issues related to the deployment of
parents, “Talk, Listen, Connect” was created to teach
children and families how to
prepare and cope with different situations, Ming said.
“We were inspired by the
sacrifice of our military. We
committed to be part of the
solution. And we acted,” he
said.
When the company tried
to address the issue of childhood obesity, producers had
to find a way to facilitate it
without making children
part of the problem.
The challenge was to find
out how they could make
Cookie Monster recognize a
cookie is only a “sometimes
food,” Ming said.
The solution was to teach
the children the value of eating their colors — the reds,
yellows, greens and whites
— and preparing food in an
attractive way, he said.
Ninety-eight percent of
caregivers who use the material, Ming said, saw a difference in the way children ate
at day cares.
Season 43 of “Sesame
Street” aims to teach children
about science, technology,
engineering and mathematics, or STEM. The challenge is
to find a way to make science
and engineering appealing
to 2- to 4-year-olds.
Another challenge Sesame
Workshop faces is how to
reach children in today’s society. The company is looking
for ways to remain relevant
in children’s lives through
other forms of media, such as
cellphones, smartphones and
iPads.
Of the world’s 1.2 billion
children, “Sesame Street”
reaches out to 100 million
daily, Ming said.
“There’s more work to be
done,” Ming said. “There are
lessons to be taught. There are
experiences to model. There
are horizons to be stretched.
And ‘Sesame’ wants to be the
way to do it.”

Editor’s note: This Q&A has been
edited for clarity and length.

Q

Some of the most passionate “Sesame Street”
fans I know are college students. How is it that your organization can appeal to this
demographic with everything
from T-shirts to viral videos
without even the least bit of
cynicism — staying true to
the very same values that are
aimed at preschoolers?

A

We see Sesame as a brand
that has developed over
the years, a trust that has to be
guarded and taken seriously —
either making brand deposits
in our bank, or withdrawals.
So we try to make sure that we
put more deposits in the brand
than we take withdrawals out
of the brand. The connection is
when children have the kind of
engagement that results in real
learning. There’s always almost
a smile, or there’s a reflection
on “Where was I when?” So
when a college student sees a
Cookie Monster face, it almost
always takes them back to that
early engagement, that lesson
learned, and if not the details,
the experience of “It was fun.
I learned.” That’s how we
maintain relevance. That’s what
we aim to do. Get a smile on a
face that is in connection with a
prior learning experience.

Q

Seeing that we’re in a
week about “Inspire.
Commit. Act.,” who or what
inspires you today? Outside
of the “Sesame Street” experience, what else inspires
you?

A

Children. Look, I’m an accountant by training. OK?
Why am I telling you that? Accountants are the most boring
people on the planet. But yet,
I see the eyes of a child, and
somehow, all those numbers
and all that stuff doesn’t matter,
and then the reality, I see it in
my own family. The fact is there
are over 22 million schoolaged children in the U.S. Our
population is 330 million. They
are 8 percent of our population — children. What inspires
me? They are 8 percent of the
population, something like that.
They are 100 percent of our
future, and if we don’t invest
in them, we are doing it to our

ADAM BIRKAN | Staff Photographer

H. Melvin Ming, president and CEO of Sesame Workshop, speaks Thursday morning in the Amp.
detriment, so getting a smile on
a child’s face that is driven by a
learning experience — I will rise
for the rest of my days to make
that a possibility, and I want to
do it around the world.

Q

This is an interesting
question that follows up
on Chautauqua’s work last
week in terms of politics and
civil discourse. Is there any
work that “Sesame Street” is
looking at in terms of
political compromise or
civility toward one another?

A

I’m going to answer that
question in a different way.
I was in China three weeks ago,
four weeks ago, meeting with a
minister of education. I asked,
after some dialogue: What do
you want of “Sesame Street”?
And the answer was this: We
want you, in your programs, to
have our children learn values,
to learn the skill of thinking
critically. Now, we call it critical
thinking. I did not expect that
answer from communist China.

Here’s what they said. They
said, “We have an economy
where we have been good at
making and the world taking, and we see our future in
designing for the world, being
the master designers, and to
do that, we need a work force
that can critically think and
reason. In Japan, “What do you
want of ‘Sesame Street?’” Our
children in Japan are losing a
cultural value of respect, and in
Japan, they say — this is what
they tell me: There’s a way that
a young child talks to an older
child and an older child talks to
a teenager — all the way up to
how you address and how you
would engage with the seniors
in your life. And they said, “We
are at risk of losing respect
as a value in Japan.” Now, to
answer your question, we are at
risk of not valuing each other,
not valuing the written word, for
example, and behaving in ways
where we are not civil, where
it’s OK to say anything. Well, a
child who does that in kinder-

garten is labeled as a problem
child, but yet an adult can get
away with it. We want to be a
part of exposing children to
values that will serve them well
throughout their life. Respect
is fundamental. If I respect myself, I will not destroy my body.
If I respect you, I will at least
listen to you.

Q

I think this is an appropriate last question —
well, series of questions. Is it
the color red? Is it his laugh,
his voice? What is the magical attraction to Elmo?

A

I have pondered that question. I have researched
it. I’ve even prayed about it. I
don’t know. But I will say this:
I have seen Elmo interact with
kids, and the magic of Elmo
for me is when Elmo engages
with a child. Elmo is a child,
and there’s a simplicity about
childhood. There’s an honesty
in childhood with children. If
you let children grow, and grow
appropriately, they’ll lead us
all, so Elmo has mastered the
mind of the 3-year-old, 3 and
a half-year-old, the interest of
it. Honesty and respectfulness
invites the very young children
into Elmo’s world. Now, Elmo
doesn’t work for 6-year-olds
— they know more. They’re a
little bit more guarded. They
expect something different, but
Elmo, his power in — there’s an
honesty, there’s an openness,
there’s an expectation, there’s
a hopefulness, and every child
I’ve ever met and know of
responds to that spirit. That’s
why Elmo works.
—Transcribed by
Jennifer Shore
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‘Let someone else’s staggering need enter into our lives’
“ ‘I
s there a God of real hope and real forgiveness?’ That is the question the world is asking,” said the Rev. Mark Labberton at Thursday’s 9:15 a.m. Devotional Hour. His text was Matthew
16:1-20, and his title was “Warnings and Discoveries.”
Labberton is serving as the Harold F. Reed Sr. chaplain
for Week Three.
Labberton began his sermon with a story about a
woman who called for help. “I want to come and see you,
but I have provisions I need to have respected. I want to
tell my story, but first you need to know that this is the
first time I am willing to meet with a man to talk about
my life. Second, this conversation must take place in a
public place like a park and I am going to scream, yell,
swear and smoke,” the woman had said.
The woman and Labberton met several times in a public park, he sitting on one bench and she on another.
“Her rage and anguish were understandable; she had
suffered extraordinarily. We met several times, and the
anger and neediness in her boiled over — the toxicity had
to get out. Eventually she said, ‘I guess it all comes down
to this one central question: I need to know if there is a
God who is not a man that is a source of real hope and
forgiveness.’ After that, she literally disappeared. For 25
years, I have wondered what happened to her and how
she made out. The world is still asking, ‘Is there real forgiveness and real, profound hope?’ ” Labberton said.
He said the tension between Jesus and the religious
and political authorities is mounting by Chapter 16. But
Jesus is adding hope to the mix. He outlined the differences between the Pharisees and Sadducees and how they
were alike.
“They were both reform movements, but they had competing visions about how to live a religious life,” Labberton said. “The Pharisees said you needed to honor both
the written and oral law, and the Sadducees did not put
the oral law on the same level. They both had a problem
with Jesus, because each had a resolution to the problem
that didn’t require Jesus.
“Their answer was to rely on themselves. They were
responsible to create any hope and assurance for the
future. But we need something greater than personal
pietism; we can’t be our own saviors. We reach the high
point when Peter confesses that Jesus is the Messiah. This
is the crux on which the rest of the story unfolds, and it
points toward Jerusalem and the cross.”
To say that Jesus is the Messiah or to claim that Jesus is
Lord separates us from others, he said.
“It was an affront; they were making a claim about
Jesus that belonged to God or the emperor. Was it a fabrication as many have claimed, or as Peter said, was there
something about Jesus that is distinctive in the world?”
Labberton said. “Is there somewhere a God of real hope?
It all turns on who Jesus is and what he came to do. Peter
accepts, receives and affirms Jesus, and out of the confession the church will be built. The whole nature of the
church is in that confession, but it can be turned into a
religious bumper sticker if we spout it as if it will answer
the question.”

Morning Worship
Column by MARY LEE TALBOT
There is a deeper revelation, the nature of Messiahship in that confession. Jesus warned his disciples not to
reveal his identity — the Messianic secret — because he
was redefining the political expectation of the Messiah.
The Jewish people were expecting a Messiah who would
set up a theocratic government. Jesus both fulfilled and
disappointed them. He disappointed their desire to overthrow Rome, but he fulfilled their longing to see God’s
justice and mercy, the reality of a God who will be the
savior of the world.
“This language is problematic in a multi-faith world.
What kind of Messiahship will Jesus’ be? If we read a
little further, we’ll find out that Jesus will go to Jerusalem
and undergo suffering, death and resurrection,” Labberton said. “This is how Messiahship is lived out — in
sacrifice. He will exercise his authority by giving his life
away, a life given in free, open sacrifice. The incarnation
and redemption of the world is meant to be your road,
too. If you try to save your life, you will lose; if you lose
your life you will save it.”
He continued, “The arrogance of the church is its most
plaguing problem. Our call as disciples is to mirror the
one we are called to follow. Is there really a God who will
live life, heal life, save us? I was asked the other day what
my favorite prayer is. I said, ‘Help me, help me, help me.’
I am not powerless and have competency in some areas,
but I can’t just will myself into a different vision of my
neighbor. There is a large piece of Messiahship that takes
the suffering of the world seriously.”
A very powerful and successful man came to see Labberton one day. The man’s wife had been hanging out at
the church, and the husband “needed bullet points about
Jesus” so he could talk to her at dinner. The man wanted
only five minutes of Labberton’s time, but Labberton told
him, “I am not the one to help you. This could get really messy. If you really understood, you would have to
rethink your whole world, and I don’t want to be the one
to disintegrate your life. Why don’t you just change the
subject at dinner.”
The man asked, “What if I came back for an hour? Two
hours? A whole morning? I never give anyone a whole
morning.”
Labberton said, “Nothing happened, even after a
whole morning. He came back for another morning. He
told me not to expect him in church, and suddenly, I saw
him in the third row. He came by after church and said,
‘I want to tell you something.’ He began to cry. He told

me had been in a church in a side chapel, and ‘I think
God met me.’ Well, things got even messier. He had a profound transformation and had to rethink everything. He
got involved with helping change some neighborhoods
in Oakland that are plagued by violence. The God who
met him saved him and sent him into the world to live a
different way.”
Labberton recalled a woman in Uganda who went to
night commuter camps where children come to sleep to
avoid the Lord’s Resistance Army. She was the only adult
presence. Labberton asked why she did it. She did not
know he was a minister and said, “I am what you call a
Christian, and almost every week and sometimes every
day, I come to the table where I meet God. I can’t go to the
table and not come here and be with the children. “
“This is a warning to us not to be self-reliant. Trust in
the one who alone can deliver you and will deliver and
use you as sacrificial servants to the people around you,”
Labberton said.
Labberton described a woman in his congregation
who suffers from an obsessive-compulsive cleanliness
disorder. His congregation is very involved in the Eastern Congo with women suffering from a fistula problem.
They have been raped and mutilated and are sent away
from their families, usually with a curse.
“This woman makes quilts, all hand-stitched. In a very
short time, she got all her quilting friends to donate light
quilts to the hospital where many of these women go,” he
said. “It is a small gesture, except it lets someone else’s
staggering need enter into our lives. The God who saved
her wants to save the world.”
Most American churches, he said, stand at the edge
and watch, rather than get into the adventure.
“My friend Gary Haugen, founder of International Justice Mission, tells a story about going up Mt. Rainier with
his father and older brothers. He was sure he was going
to be left behind, so he whined his way into staying at
the visitor’s center. He decided that he was going to know
everything about it,” Labberton said. “When his brothers
came back, he showed them around and told them everything about it. Then his brothers told him about their
adventure on the mountain. He suddenly realized that
the point of the visitors center was to prepare people for
the adventure on the mountain.”
Labberton said, “Jesus is making a point about the reality of God, who sees a need and offers the life that Jesus
has to give. Get out of the visitors’ center. The visitors’
center is not the destination; it is the adventure on the
mountain that we are made to be a part of.”
The Rev. Nannette Banks presided. The Rev. Don Darius Butler, a participant in the New Clergy Conference
and pastor of the Tabernacle Community Baptist Church
in Milwaukee, Wis., read the scripture. Rebecca Scarnati,
oboe, and Joseph Musser, piano, performed the prelude,
“Sonata in B Minor” by Jean Baptiste Loeillet. The Motet
choir under the leadership of Jared Jacobsen, organist and
worship and sacred music coordinator, sang “Exultate
Deo” by Alessandro Scarlatti.

Labberton encourages transformational model of preaching
Mary Lee Talbot
Staff Writer

“There are at least three
models of preaching. One
is information based, concepts and ideas that need
to be conveyed. The second
is inspiration, an attitude
to be grasped. The third is
entertainment, trying to get
people’s attention. There
are high and low versions of
all of these models, and all
preaching involves aspects
of these models. I am more
interested in a transformational model that is defined
by the kingdom and is measured as our growing in
likeness to Christ. This is
what I want to encourage,
inspire and enable.”
The Rev. Mark Labberton
and I were talking on the
back porch of the Amphitheater. I wanted to know
more about his thoughts
about preaching and about

#CHQ2012

the work of Fuller Seminary’s Lloyd John Ogilvie
Institute for Preaching,
where he serves as director.
“When I came, the institute had been founded
but was underdeveloped.
I wanted that challenge,”
Labberton said. “When I
looked outside the church,
I saw a human longing for
what the Bible calls wisdom. Secular people would
not call it that, but they
want to know about the
truth and character of God.
Our context and our framing are key. We want a God
who is grounded and rotted
and yet endlessly nuanced
and with a flexible framing.”
Labberton said that the
new span of the Bay Bridge
between San Francisco and
Berkeley is a single tower/
single cable model.
“It offers the solidity of
the tower with the flexibil-

ity of the cable to withstand
an earthquake. This is a
metaphor for the wisdom of
God, grounded in reality in
God,” he said. “We experience God only in context, in
a time and place. But people
reject just the single tower.
We need nuance and context together. God is more
than context, but we meet
God in a context, ‘through
a glass, darkly,’ as St. Paul
said.”
The Ogilvie Institute
developed Micah groups
based on Micah 6:8, “For
what does the Lord require
but to do justice, love mercy
and walk humbly with your
God.”
Labberton said, “I wanted to bring together worship, preaching and justice.
We are trying to build a
movement of empowered,
wise preachers. These are
regional preacher formation groups. Twelve people

meet for two years, a half
day every month.”
The Institute has received a grant from the Lily
Foundation to create 30 to
40 groups a year around the
country. After two years,
the group morphs into an
ongoing group and several
people move out to form a
new group.
The Institute also holds
two conferences a year. In
fall 2012, they will hold one
on “Preaching in a Visual
Age,” to understand how a
word-based art is changing
in a visual world.
In spring 2013, they will
co-sponsor a conference
with the Templeton Foundation on “Talk of God;
Talk of Science” which will
include preachers whose
congregations received a
Science in the Congregation
grant from Templeton.

Adam Birkan | Staff Photographer

The Rev. Mark Labberton, director of Fuller Seminary’s Lloyd John
Ogilvie Institute for Preaching, delivers Monday’s sermon in the
Amphitheater.
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Halifax: Personal stabilization key to avoiding elected numbness
Mary Desmond
Staff Writer

At 3:15 p.m. Wednesday
afternoon, a profound stillness swept through the Hall
of Philosophy as Roshi Joan
Halifax led the audience
through a meditation that
touched on death, grief and
acceptance.
In the third installment
of Week Three’s series based
on the theme “Krista Tippett
and Friends who Inspire,
Commit, Act,” Halifax sat
down with radio host and
producer Tippett during the
2 p.m. Interfaith Lecture and
discussed her life, Buddhist
faith, inspirations and the
vast and human concepts of
death, compassion, grief —
and neuroscience.
Halifax is a medical anthropologist and founder
and abbot of the Upaya Zen
Center. For the past 40 years,
she has helped the dying and
their families comprehend
and grasp the reality of death
and the rituals and feelings
that go with the experience
of dying. She has studied
and written on topics such as
death and compassion.
“Her wisdom about dying
is informed by her wisdom
about living,” Tippett said.
Halifax’s path toward Buddhism began when she was 4
years old. She contracted a virus that left her blind for two
years. During those formative
years, children are immersed
in the process of discovery.
Blindness forced Halifax to
turn her curiosity inward.
“Another level of your life
opens up when you recognize that you have a life that
is inside,” Halifax said.
The internal sight she
examined during her spell
of blindness deepened as
she grew older, in part because of her participation
with the civil rights and antiwar movements. During
the 1960s, Halifax fought for
civil rights alongside the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr. Later,
she protested for peace during the Vietnam War.
“It was a time where we felt
we really had the opportunity
to engage, not only psychologically, but also socially in
terms of changing the global
culture — not just our national culture,” she said.
Though fighting and supporting the causes constituted doing what Halifax felt
was right, it also left her feeling very polarized, she said.
At that time, in her world and
philosophy, right and wrong
were definite, set in stone.
Halifax said that sense of polarization caused her to suffer.
About the time she first
became acquainted with
great Zen Buddhist writers
such as Alan Watts and D.T.
Suzuki, she was attracted to
the Buddhist emphasis on
training the mind. After she
attended their lectures and
began reading their literature, Halifax said she felt she
had found her path.
“I went, ‘You know, I’m
one of these,’ ” Halifax said.

“It wasn’t about religion —
it was about a philosophical
perspective.”
Buddhism taught Halifax
that she could take agency
over her own mind and mold
it in a direction away from
feelings of suffering or desire
and toward clarity and truth.
“In Buddhism, there are
practices about actually stopping or cessation, about taking a backward step about
coming to a place where the
heart and mind are genuinely reflective, where we’re
able to perceive reality in an
unfiltered way,” she said.
While in her 20s, Halifax
traveled across the Sahara
desert to observe the Dogon
people. The Dogon are an
indigenous people who participate in a rite of passage
every 53 years. The actual experience of the rite of passage
lasts seven years.
“What I saw was an entire
society, an entire culture going through a rite of passage
where they died and were reborn,” Halifax said.
That experience prompted Halifax to question what
sorts of rites of passage exist
in the United States. She concluded that apart from war,
there were very few such
rites in the U.S that sacralized
life or marked maturation of
an individual or a society.
“I became very interested
in the effects of rites of passage, how we actually mature ourselves and how we
integrate into the various life
phases — or into the transitions through loss, through
death, through geographical change, moving from
one place to another and so
forth,” she said.
While observing the Dogon, Halifax realized the
importance of ritual. Ritual
allows people to transcend
chronological time. Ritual
can provide a sense of both
sacredness and normalcy.
The combination is particularly important in the experience of dying, Halifax said.
Halifax recently returned
from a trip to Japan, where
she was involved in a discussion regarding palliative
care. Increasingly in Japan,
the process for dealing with
a dying person includes palliative sedation, or “putting
a person to sleep,” before he
or she dies. With the method,
the patient is often unaware
he or she is are dying, Halifax said. It impedes the spiritual and natural experience
of dying that is understood
in the West.
In the experience of dying,
it is important that the patient and those close to him
or her experience the rituals
that include reconciliation,
expressions of love, reflection
and forgiveness.
“The potential within
the dying process to refine
one’s priorities, to enter into
relationality that has been
turned away from and also
to find meaning — to make
meaning of one’s life — is really extraordinary,” Halifax
said.

ERIC SHEA | Staff Photographer

Joan Halifax speaks with “On Being” host Krista Tippett on grief, suffering, compassion and death Wednesday in the Hall of Philosophy.

Scientific and medical
technologies have blossomed
during the past decades. It is
time to reintroduce spirituality to medicine, she said.
“As medicine has unfolded in the West, it has become
kind of a technological miracle but an existential nightmare,” Halifax said.
Halifax has cared for the
dying since 1970. Last year,
she was the distinguished
scholar at the John W. Kluge
Center at the Library of Congress, where she developed a
lecture titled, “Inside Compassion: Edge States, ConInterventions,
templative
Neuroscience.”
During her conversation
with Tippett, Halifax discussed the different facets of
her scholarship.
“Edge states” are the psychological and emotional
places to which caregivers
are pushed when confronted
with the overwhelming challenges of caring for the dying.
There are three main edge
states: pathological altruism,
vital exhaustion and vicarious trauma, Halifax said.
Pathological altruism refers to when a person sacrifices his or her own well-being in the care of another.
“We harm ourselves physically or mentally when we engage in care of others,” Halifax said. “This actually affects
many women whose identities are actually related to the
act of giving care, and who
become very self-harming in
engaging in giving care, in a
way that causes harm to their
own lives,” she said.
Vital exhaustion, or burnout, occurs when a caregiver
is unable to create a proper
separation or boundary between himself or herself and
the person or institution for
which he or she works.
Vicarious trauma refers to
when someone works with

those who are suffering and
begins to take on that suffering as his or her own.
“Say, you know, you’re
a person who works in the
end-of-life field, or a person who’s a chaplain in the
military where you’re hearing these terrible stories of
pain and suffering, violence
and abuse, and it begins to
get you, so you suffer these
effects vicariously,” Halifax
said.
In today’s day and age,
where news media constantly bombard people with horrible news and images, they
are often pushed in the direction of edge states. The sadness of the world’s suffering
can be consuming, Halifax
said.
“We enter into what we
call a state of moral distress
and futility, and moral distress is something where
we see that something else
needs to happen,” Halifax
said. “We feel this profound
moral conflict, yet we can’t
do anything about it.”
In response to the overwhelming feelings of pain
and futility, Halifax said
people often choose one of
three routes: moral outrage,
avoidance through substance
abuse or other means, or
elected numbness.
“A good part of the globe
is going numb,” Halifax said.
We are privy to so much
suffering and horror in our
lives, through our own experiences and through what
we see on the news, that we
never have time to stabilize.
Stabilization is almost like
pushing a metaphorical reset button on our lives. It can
be attained through various
means: by going to a refuge
of peace and tranquility, such
as Chautauqua, or by practicing a form of contemplative
meditation, Halifax said.
“When we are more sta-

bilized, then we can face
the world with more buoyancy,” she said. “We have
more resilience, you know.
We’ve got more capacity to
actually address these very
profound social and environmental issues.”
Compassion is not sorrow,
or pity, it is a multifaceted
virtue, and it is good for us,
Halifax said. People can use
techniques such as contemplative intervention to train
and mold their minds so that
they are still sensitive, compassionate and empathetic
without becoming overwhelmed, morally outraged
and ultimately numb, Halifax said. Training the mind
can allow people to better
handle pain and sorrow, so
that instead of descending
into an edge state, they can
remain present, compassionate and active, she said.
A neurological study of
the brains of Tibetan monks,
by Richard Davidson, a professor of psychology and
psychiatry, has proven that
the brain changes throughout a person’s lifetime. It never stops growing and never
reaches a place where it cannot be changed, if we want to
train it, Halifax said.
“But you have to practice,”
Tippett said.
In the study, the section
of the brain that controls our
sense of compassion was located. Researchers found that
when Tibetan monks, who
meditate for thousands of
hours in their lives, encounter instances of suffering and
pain that these instances elicit
a compassionate response.
They feel that compassion
more acutely than the average
person, but they are also able
to let it go faster.
“It’s not like meditators are
in this state of numb equanimity; in fact, they feel the
deep press of suffering, but
it is a much briefer impact of
suffering on the individual,”
Halifax said.
When they let go of the sorrow quickly, they are able to
embrace their compassion and
take positive, effective action.
There have been many incredible new studies about
the human brain, feelings
and virtues — courtesy of
neuroscience, Halifax said.
For example, it was recently

discovered that there is a bit
of the brain that holds the
capacity to distinguish self
from other.
“When you’re able to distinguish self from other, you
can feel the resonance and
sense into their suffering, but
you can also simultaneously
understand that you are not
in reality experiencing that
pain,” Halifax said.
Neuroscientists
have
discovered that the brain
is constantly growing and
changing, so it is important
to understand that many
of the traits and values human beings possess can be
trained or further developed
through practices like meditation. Although it is possible
to further develop people’s
traits that cause them to
behave compassionately —
traits such as focus, attention
and positive affect — it is not
possible to train compassion,
Halifax said.
“You cannot train people
in compassion, but what
you can do is you can train
people in the processes that
prime compassion,” she said.
During the later moments
of their conversation, Tippett
asked Halifax how people
should consider grief. The
experience of grief is universal — grief is about loss, and
everyone has lost something
— people, things, ideas and
values. In life, we experience
the feeling of loss over and
over again, Halifax said.
“The experience of grief
is profoundly humanizing,”
she said. “We need to create
conditions where we are supported to grieve and we are
not told, ‘Why don’t you just
get over it.’ ”
The experience of grief
helps people locate their internal self and truly define
their priorities. The challenges of grief highlight the value
of contemplative practice, or
meditation, Halifax said.
“When you are in a state
of deep internal stillness,
you see the truth of change,
the truth of impermanence,
that’s constantly in flow moment by moment,” she said.
“That becomes a kind of insight that liberates you from
the futility of the kind of
grief that disallows our own
humanity to emerge.”
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McKibbins’ support helps art student to immerse herself in her work
Joanna Hamer
Staff Writer

For many artists, studying
at the Chautauqua School of
Art is a unique and incredible
opportunity to create a body
of work, to connect with other students and teachers, to
hone in on their true artistic
form or to experiment with a
new direction. And for many
students, generous gifts and
endowed scholarships make
an otherwise out-of-reach experience possible.
For Erika McIlnay, a graduate student in sculpture at
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi,
coming to Chautauqua gives
her the time to try incorporating new media into her work.
“I found that here, I’ve had
time to think about where my
work is going, and I’ve shifted
quite a bit since,” she said.
“Having the time to actually think and work has been
great — and the opportunity
to be in this environment.”
McIlnay’s studies at the
School of Art are made possible by the Roberta J. McKibbin Memorial Scholarship
for the Visual Arts, a fund in
memory of Roberta McKibbin, who died last November.
Roberta was a committed Chautauquan, involved
in all aspects of the Institution, including music, art
and, especially, philanthropy.
For 14 years, the McKibbins
have hosted the president of
the Institution at their home
in Chautauqua Shores for an
event that brings together the
Shores community and scholarship students to encourage

philanthropy and community.
The scholarship is in its
first year, funded by donations in memory of Roberta
from her family and friends,
and it will continue in perpetuity as an endowed scholarship funded by her son,
Brent; daughter, Renee; and
husband, Jack McKibbin,
president of VACI Partners.
Roberta and Jack had both
been visitors to Chautauqua
when they were young, but
when they returned together
later in life, Jack let Roberta believe he had never seen the Institution. Roberta gave him a
tour and Jack kept up the pretense until an accidental slip
gave him away. She eventually
forgave him the trick, and for
their wedding present in 1994,
they gifted each other their
house in Chautauqua Shores.
“We are both real believers in what Chautauqua offers,” Jack said, “whether
it be through recreation, or
through the Amp or classes.
We took a bunch of Special
Studies classes. It just fit our
lifestyle and our personalities;
it fit the things we were trying
to accomplish and learn.”
When they arrived, the
McKibbins designated a
piece of their Chautauqua
Fund contribution to go to
the School of Music, then
continued their philanthropy at the School of Art when
Jack joined the VACI Partners board. They sponsored
many music and art students
throughout the years, all of
whom enjoyed keeping in
touch with Roberta from
places as distant as South

America and Hawaii.
“The whole idea of coming
up with a scholarship was
not new to us,” Jack said.
He established an art
scholarship at his daughter’s
high school after she passed
away from ovarian cancer.
“When we came here, it
became a natural thing to
continue the scholarships
here,” he said.
The McKibbins’ love for
Chautauqua easily translated into creating opportunities for others to come
to the Institution.
“All the kids we’ve talked
to over the years, whether
they were musicians or artists, have all said that their
studios are bigger than what
they have in school and they
don’t have to worry about
some political science course
they have to take,” Jack said.
“They’re concentrated, they
have the time and can change
and mold their ideas more.
“They can say, ‘Is this really what I want to do? And if
I do, here’s the opportunity.’ It
makes an entirely different approach to these kids’ futures.”
McIlnay came to Chautauqua on the suggestion of her
drawing professor, Amber
Scoon, who was a student at
the Institution and returns
this year to teach.
“She saw my work and
said, ‘I think you should really
come her. I think you’ll benefit
from it,’ ” McIlnay said.
So far, she agrees that the
experience has been beneficial. Her sculpture work has
grown to include more knitting at Chautauqua, as she

has more time to devote to her
work than at graduate school.
“Art was always something that I knew I wanted to
be involved with,” Mcilnay
said. “There was no question
in my mind.”
She grew up in New Bedford, Ill., a town of 50 people.
“Actually, we lived on a
farm outside town. We didn’t
have a gas station,” she said.
She attended Northern Illinois University, where she
intended to pursue a degree
in art education but took a
sculpture course and fell in
love — graduating instead
with a bachelor’s degree in
sculpture. She became involved with the region’s ironcasting community, where
she met the professor who
encouraged her to attend Texas A&M for graduate school.
“Iron’s a little different,
because it takes a community to produce. Usually it
takes a crew of at least eight
to 10 people, to be on the safe
side,” she said. “Because it
needs so many people, there
are a lot of conferences, and
it’s a really great community — you meet people all
around the country.”
Jack understands metal
casting — he was the president of National Aluminum
Corporation in Pittsburgh.
“We were always asked to
supply aluminum to various
art projects all over the country,” he said. Jack sees his
wife’s memorial scholarship
as an opportunity to provide
the missing piece for an artist
of promise.
“My opinion of giving a

Lauren Rock | Staff Photograper

President of VACI Partners Jack McKibbin stands with scholarship
recipient Erika Mcllnay. Mcllnay is a sculptor attending Texas A&M
for graduate school. Her scholarship was given in memory of
McKibbin’s late wife Roberta McKibbin.

scholarship of this magnitude, especially one that is
going on forever, is that the
student has to have shown an
ability,” Jack said. “The student has already taken steps
to start and has shown that
they’re qualified. This scholarship helps in another step.
You’ve got to earn this position, and we’re going to try to
help you push a little further.
“If there’s a financial piece
that needs help to push the
bar higher — here it is.”
McIlnay is going into her

second year at Texas A&M
and will begin teaching undergraduate drawing in the
fall, fulfilling a lifelong desire to work in art education.
She will take her experience
at the School of Art and her
new body of work back to
her graduate program, along
with the opportunities provided to her by the McKibbin
Memorial Scholarship.
“Everyone you come in contact with has an influence on
your work somehow,” she said.

For Reeds, chaplaincy maintains ‘glue that holds Chautauqua together’
Sydney Maltese
Staff Writer

When Harold Reed Jr. was
developing the idea of honoring his deceased father,
Harold Reed Sr., with a gift
to Chautauqua, one particular image kept recurring in
his mind.
Reed Jr. saw his father as he
was decades prior, when he
taught a men’s Bible class for
30 years back at their home
church in Beaver, Pa. Reed Sr.
tirelessly planned lessons for
the class every Sunday and
was actively involved in the
faith community.
“I can still see him in his
favorite chair, preparing the
lesson,” Reed Jr. said.
After his father’s death,
Reed Jr. knew his father
would want to give back to
Chautauqua.
“When he died, we as a
family tried to think — what
would best personify his life?

The chaplaincy was easy to
jump right to the forefront,”
Reed Jr. said.
In 1959, the family established the Harold F. Reed, Sr.
Chaplaincy. Each year, the
chaplaincy sponsors a chaplain-in-residence who spends
a week at Chautauqua teaching and learning. This year,
the chaplaincy sponsors the
Rev. Mark Labberton, a 25-

How has an experience at CHQ inspired you?

TELL US YOUR CHQ STORY
Visit us at ciweb.org/CHQstories or
on the St. Elmo porch Tuesday and Thursday, Noon–2 p.m.

@CHQ
Tweet with the hashtag #CHQStories

/CHQ1874
Upload photos/videos to our page

Tag your videos
“CHQ Stories”or email
a direct YouTube link to
webmaster@ciweb.org
Scan this QR code to view
the CHQ Stories playlist

year veteran of pastoral ministry and Lloyd John Ogilvie
associate professor of preaching and director of the Ogilvie Institute of Preaching at
Fuller Theological Seminary
in Pasadena, Calif.
“(The chaplaincy) would
be something that my father
would approve of, without a
doubt,” Reed Jr. said
Harold F. Reed Sr. was just
as involved at Chautauqua as
he was at his church in Beaver. Reed Sr. served as director and then as president of
the Chautauqua Foundation.
He was also a trustee and
eventually named an honorary trustee.
Reed Jr. recalled his father
sitting on the Amphitheater
stage with the other trustees
on Old First Night.
Reed Jr.’s daughter, Jennifer, was born on Aug. 16,
1955. Reed Jr. immediately
picked up the phone and
called in to make a pledge to
Old First Night in his newborn daughter’s name.
“Dr. Bestor announced it
from the stage. And that was

how my father learned that
his first grandchild had been
born,” Reed Jr. said.
With striking coincidence,
Reed Jr.’s son and Reed Sr.’s
second grandchild was born
Aug. 13, 1957 — again on Old
First Night.
“And again, my father was
on the stage, and again, we
immediately called up and
made a pledge in his grandson’s name,” Reed Jr. said.
Reed Jr. went on to serve
Chautauqua as a trustee just
as his father had. Maureen
Rovegno, a former trustee
and now assistant director of
the Department of Religion,
respects Reed Jr.’s service.
“He really did so much
for Chautauqua. He championed the aspect of Chautauqua as its own municipality,” Rovegno said. “He was
so caring that Chautauqua
should run very efficiently
and in the best interests of all
of our constituents.”
Reed Jr.’s decision to establish a chaplaincy in honor
of his father seemed natural
to Rovegno and others who

know the Reed family. The
emphasis on quality preaching at Chautauqua is one of
the aspects the Reeds particularly care for.
“Religion in Chautauqua
has always been, to me, at the
center of its activities. You
have the opportunity to hear
top-quality preachers and
ministers from every denomination,” Reed Jr. said.
On behalf of the Department of Religion, Rovegno
expressed her appreciation
to the Reeds.
“The Department of Religion is extremely grateful to
the Reed family, both for the
chaplaincy that they support
for us — which makes it possible for us to get really excellent chaplains — but we’re
also grateful to the Reed family for the service that they’ve
given here at Chautauqua,”
she said.
Chautauqua
continues
to remain important to the
Reed family today.
“What brings us to Chautauqua?” Reed Jr. said. “Even
the best have tried to explain

and define but have not succeeded. To me, I think it is the
relationships that we have
built up over 60 years.”
The Reeds still value the
bonds they forged between
their own family and the
Chautauqua
community
throughout the years.
“We feel like we’ve kind of
tied into the place. When people come here — I’m not sure
they realize it — but they all
have a common interest in
furthering, improving their
education, their knowledge,”
Reed Jr. said.
As is Chautauqua tradition, self-improvement and
expansion of knowledge often
also include spiritual exploration, according to Reed Jr.
“I personally have the feeling that if you pulled the religion aspect out of the Chautauqua experience, it would
then become nothing more
than what you can achieve
many other places,” Reed Jr.
said. “To me, it’s the glue that
holds it all together.”

U.S. Foods sponsors McCreery concert
Sydney Maltese
Staff Writer

U.S. Foods of Buffalo
sponsors the performance of
Scotty McCreery at 8:15 p.m.
tonight in the Amphitheater.
U.S. Foods is a national
food distribution company.

Its Buffalo branch operates
a broadline delivery service
and a cash-and-carry warehouse for the region.
Since going through a period of transition last year,
U.S. Foods strived to accomplish progressive transformations, including a new

name, company branding
and a new commitment to
be the most efficient and
customer-friendly service in
food distribution.
“Another part of this commitment is to reemphasize
our commitment to our great
partners like Chautauqua Institution,” said Tom Moses,
vice president of sales.
As a past supporter of
Chautauqua Institution programming, U.S. Foods is excited to continue its relationship

with Chautauqua by helping
to bring Scotty McCreery to
the Amp, Moses said.
“We feel it is extremely
important to partner with a
great community steward
that has such great historic
relevance like Chautauqua
Institution,” Moses said. “We
feel there is nothing more
important than the educational and cultural programs
that Chautauqua Institution
brings to our community.”
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philanthropy

Faust Leadership
Fund supports
Hrabowski lecture
The H. David Faust Leadership Fund sponsors today’s 10:45 a.m. lecture by
Freeman A. Hrabowski.
David Faust’s wife of
27 years, Sylvia, and his
children, John and Susan,
established the H. David
Faust Leadership Fund in
his memory with the help
of Faust’s law firm, Steel,
Hector & Davis, and numerous friends. Since 1988, this
fund has been used annually to promote a scholarship,
program, project or other
function which best reflects
Faust’s qualities of leadership, vision, integrity and
commitment to Chautauqua.
Throughout Faust’s short
life, Chautauqua played a
major role in his development as a person. He first
visited as a child in the
1940s, and he returned each
summer, except during his
college years. Even after
he obtained his law degree
from the University of Florida and established his permanent residence in West
Palm Beach, Fla., he habitually retreated to Chautau-
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where the green grass grows

qua to recharge his mind
and body.
Faust loved Chautauqua.
He continuously volunteered his time and talents
in a variety of capacities. In
1983, he was elected to the
board of trustees. One year
later, he became chair of the
Religion Committee. In 1985,
he became chairman of the
Task Force on Architectural
and Land Use Regulations,
helping to draft guidelines
that are still used today to
maintain historic preservation on the grounds. The
same year, he was elected
to the first of two terms as
chairman of the board of
trustees. He died of liver
cancer at the age of 48, just
one week before the opening
of the 1988 Season.
If you would be interested
in discussing the possibility of establishing an endowment to support the operations
of Chautauqua Institution,
please contact Karen Blozie at
716-357-6244, or email her at
kblozie@ciweb.org.

Get to the Point!

Lauren Rock | Staff Photograper

The “Green Spaces” tour on Wednesday allowed Bestor Society members and Daugherty Society members to explore
those areas of the Chautauqua grounds that have been designed to address environmental issues, including stormwater
management. The Bestor Society recognizes those who make an annual gift of $3,500 or more to the Chautauqua Fund
and inspires others to similar acts of philanthropy. The Eleanor B. Daugherty Society is a group of individuals who have
included Chautauqua in their estate plans through a life-income gift, retirement plan or trust, or by naming Chautauqua
in their will.

BEMUS POINT NY
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classifieds

2013 SEASON

2012 SEASON

FOR SALE

NEW APARTMENT available
weeks 1-9. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, full
kitchen, W/D, A/C, WiFi. Next to
Bestor Plaza, short flat walk to
Amp.
$2300/week.
CHQ13Center@aol.com or 301351-0700

17 CENTER. Near Bestor Plaza,
Amp. On tram route. Parking, int,
cable, D/W, micro, laundry, grill,
porch. No A/C. 216-978-4441.
Avail. Week 6. 2,200.

2003 MERCEDES S-500, 4
matic, 1 owner car, 25,000 miles,
Black w/ Black Leather Interior,
Pre. owner can be contacted by
serious buyer. Must sell- $23,000
or best offer. Can be seen at
Bookstore- Next 4 days 6:308:30am. Or call 716-499-0518.

3B Oak. WEEKS 3,4,5 2B-1B.
Parking, patio, between Pratt and
North Lake. Call 440-759-0069.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

GREAT ONE-BEDROOM apt.
AC, centrally located. Wonderful
housemates. Four weeks minimum, Reenie 216-571-0267

WOMEN SEEKING Serenity
open 12 step meeting Friday
12:30 Hurlbut Church Parlor. 716357-8318

HOUSE AVAILABLE for entire
2013 Season. Three bedroom, 2
bath, located right inside the Elm
Gate on the North Side of the
Institution, Sleeps 6. Please call
716-357-4583 and ask for Susan
for rates and details.

ANTIQUES &
COLLECTIBLES
BELLTOWER GLASSWARE is
back! Call 357-2453 to inquire,
Great gifts

WEEKS 1-9 2B-1B OAK.
Between Pratt North Lake.
Parking. Call 440-759-0069.

APARTMENTS FOR
RENT

WEEKS 1-9. 3 Oak. Between
Pratt North Lake. 2B-2B. Parking
and A/C. Call 440-759-0069.

PAUL MANOR Newly Remodeled
Apt. Sleeps 2, 1 block to Amp,
Wks 6 & 8 $750 941-504-3884

1ST FLOOR 1 bedroom, full
kitchen, central air, convenient
location, cable, wifi, wks 3-9 716357-2194

BOAT RENTALS

16 WILEY weeks 1-2, spacious
3-story house near lake and children’s school, 6+ bedrooms, 5
bathrooms, W/D, cable, wireless
internet, no pets, no smoking 212369-2888 jnewman@willowridge.
com
2ND FLOOR 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
full kitchen, central air, cable, wifi.
wks 5-9 716-357-2194
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, modern,
well furnished, fully equipped,
huge sleeping and dining porch,
A/C, heat, DW, W&D, cable, wifi,
parking, weeks 7,8,& 9. 42 Foster.
jimorris@morristrust.net, (716)4901659
83 PRATT a charming guest cottage for the 2013 season. Sleeps
two. Newly remodeled, park-like
setting, patio, on-site parking, on
tram & bus route. W/D, A/C, cable,
wireless internet, D/W, pet friendly.
Season/Part-Season 716-3572499 bh@cpt-florida.com
36 Foster, 1 BR, Weeks 1, 2,
3, 9. A/C, Wifi, W/D, twin beds,
bath w/ shower, kitchen w/ dining,
LR, porch; quiet, near bus/tram,
HOP, AMP 357-3332

2012 SEASON
CHAUTAUQUA LAKE Estates,
one bedroom condo, pool, tennis,
WiFi, panoramic view of lake, park
at door, no stairs, six miles to C.I.
716-839-3069
JUDSON HOUSE 4 Judson,
Large modern apt., sleeps 8, all
amenities, porch, $2200, Wks
5,8,9. One-bedroom apt. sleeps 4,
$950 Wks 8&9. Pet-friendly. 716357-4736.
LAKEVIEW 3 bedroom 2 bath
condo, ground floor, A/C, W/D,
wi-fi, available week 6,7,8,9 201314-7931.

BOAT RENTALS-Pontoon and
Power--Kayaks, Fishing Boats,
and Pedal Boats! Chautauqua
Marina 716-753-3913. Full Service
Marina ,(pumps) Non-Ethanol
Fuel.

BOATS FOR SALE
IMPULSE by DAGGER
Whitewater Canoe with 2 float
bags. $250. CALL TO SEE: 917301-7901
POLARIS JET-SKI with lift, trailer, and slip. $900. 216-312-3071
SYNCHRO DOUBLE (for two
people) SEA KAYAK removable
snap-on seats. Great for lake,
streams, mild whitewater. $350.
CALL TO SEE:917-301-7901

FOR SALE
B FLAT Clarinet Mouthpiece,
Selmer, Standard C*, used once,
$129.99, 814-673-5124.

HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED MANICURIST/
Pedicurist for Vincenza’s Salon
and Spa. Apply in person or send
resume to Vincenza’s in the CI
Colonnade. Position will begin
ASAP. Call 357-4135.

HOUSES FOR SALE
CONVERTED BARN in nearby
Mayville. Low Taxes. Low Village
Electric. 5 bdrms, 3 baths.
Cathedral Ceilings. Stunning
Views. Private Deck. $107,340.
Howard Hannah Holt (716)7537880.

MISSING
GRAY/BLUE GIRLS Bike-Last
s e e n a t YA C T h u r s . n i g h t Reward-912-399-7475 or 970379-1354, Diamondback-Serene

LAND FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Eight (8) acres of
Commercial Lake front lands Half
a mile from the southern perimeter
of Chautauqua Institution. Sewer,
Water, & Land, build your own
Estate, build your own Hotel or
build your own Village. 10 Million
Dollars... or... The Best one acre in
the Bay = Three Million Dollars.
chautauqualakeland@gmail.com

SERVICES

ELECTRIC BICYCLE eZip
EcoRide. Great for Chautauqua’s
hills! Near new, paid $1000; sell for
$500/best offer. 716-450-8151
STEINWAY TIGER Mahogony
Parlor Grand Piano- MFG, 1907-Appraised by Froess Piano of Erie
8/4/11- sound board- excellent,
pin block- excellent, ivory keys,
regularly maintained, Asking Price$20,000.00 Terms- cashiers
check- call 814-449-5400 in
Edinboro, PA for appointment

STORAGE

WANTED
S TA M P C O L L E C T I O N S /
Accumulations. U.S./Foreign. Will
travel to appraise. Chautauqua’s
Stamp Professor. 904-315-5482

WANTED TO RENT
Long time Chautauqua family
seeking large rental house for one
week during July 2013. North end
preferred. Call 260-726-0766 or
email jgyoung@jayco.net with
details.

JEWELRY

Lost Bikes
The Chautauqua Police Department often retrieves lost
bicycles. If you have lost your bike, please contact the
Chautauqua Police Department at 716-357-6225 to see if
they have found yours.

JEWELRY ELEGANT Essentials
unique jewelry. Great gifts, affordable prices. Sale Sunday July 15,
41 Cookman 1-5PM Season display, 15 South 2nd floor 357-3590

By Dave Green
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majesties
GREG FUNKA | Staff Photographer

At the Purple Martin Chat at 4:15 p.m. today, nature
guide Jack Gulvin will lower the houses, clean
a baby bird nest and share commentary while
answering questions. Birdhouses are located
between the Sports Club and Miller Bell Tower.
Bring lawn chairs for guaranteed seating.
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COLLINGWOOD-11 FOSTER.
Studio Apt., Weeks 1-3,9. Three
bedroom weeks 4,7-9 Amenities,
Private porch, 716-570-4283, carolcollins53@gmail.com.
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A PA RT M E N T- N E W. Ground
floor, A/C, Wi-fi, cable, W/D, 1
bedroom, tram route, plaza, 1 person, season/half season. 716357-5557

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Modern,
Well furnished, fully equipped,
huge sleeping and dining porch,
A/C, heat, DW, W&D, cable, wifi,
parking, week9. 42 Foster. jimorris@morristrust.net (716)490-1659

SERVICES
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As substitute umpire, ‘Daily’ reporter experiences
collegial nature of Chautauqua softball league
Grant Engle
Staff Writer

As long as some form of
baseball or softball has been
around, people have complained about umpires.
“What are you, blind?”
“You’re missing a great
game, blue!”
“Get some thicker glasses,
you idiot!”
Those are just a few of the
pleasantries I’ve heard baseball fans yell throughout
my 20 years of watching the
sport.
So, naturally, when Mark
Altschuler, commissioner of
the Chautauqua slow-pitch
softball league, asked me
to umpire a few games, I
jumped at the opportunity.
I was nervous. I hadn’t
umpired a game since I was
14 years old when I did it as
a favor to a family friend in
a recreation league at a local
park.
A man — who had guzzled somewhere between six
and 24 beers — screamed at
me for missing a call at first
base. After that game, I took
my $20 and ran home from
the park.
But now, I’m at Chautauqua for the summer. And I
cover the players and teams I
had agreed to officiate for The
Chautauquan Daily.
My first thought after I accepted Altschuler’s offer was,
“This could get awkward.”
But, I love baseball. It’s
been a while since I was on
the field doing anything related to a baseball-like activity, and it’s hard to stay away.
A friend from my college
newspaper is a fifth-generation Chautauquan who
worked at the Daily last summer. She suggested I apply
for the internship and ask for
the recreation beat because
I’m a sports writer at Kent
State University.
My boss, Matt Ewalt, told
me the league is like a subculture within Chautauqua,
and although the players out
there have fun, they take it
seriously.
Those words ran through
my mind one hundred times
as I went to the field. The
walk was less than comfortable — it was hotter than 90
degrees outside and the sun
was pummeling me. It was
around 4 p.m., and I was on
my third coat of sunscreen.
I was set to call the SlugsArthritics game. The teams
are league standard-bearers.
Most of the men have been
playing softball at Chautauqua for years — some of
them for decades.
Both teams were undefeated so far, and they have a rivalry with years of history. A
blown call could change the
outcome of the game and the
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dynamic of the season.
Most of them have probably seen every play, every
situation and most importantly, every type of blown
call imaginable. All the gentlemen seemed very nice, but
I was prepared to take a verbal beating if I messed up.
The scene before the game
looked like a reunion. As the
players arrived at the field,
there were handshakes, hugs
and jokes all around.
On an easel near the first
baseline by home plate, sat
a picture of a man. I wasn’t
sure why it was there, but
few minutes before 5 p.m.,
the men poured champagne
and sparkling grape juice
into small paper cups. They
moved the easel onto the
mound and gathered around
the picture.
In the interest of privacy,
I’ll exclude the names of the
man celebrated and his family who came to the tribute.
The softball player had died
during the off-season.
After a few kind and eloquent words from a team
captain, the players were
ready to go.
The tribute gave me insight into what these men get
out of the league: friendship
and camaraderie amid competition.
I slapped on another coat
of sunscreen and said my
two favorite words of every
summer: “Play ball.”
The first inning was a
breeze, with nothing out of
the ordinary. A couple of
base hits and a few flyouts —
the ball and strike calls were
obvious. Knowing I made all
the right calls at the beginning of the game boosted my
confidence.
Then came the second inning. I was settled in. I was
comfortable. The Arthritics
had a man on first with one
out.
The batter hit a chopper to
the shortstop’s right side. The
runner on first was quick, so
the fielder had no play at second. He fired the ball to first.
I don’t mind saying that
I was in perfect position to
make the call. I was ready for
a close play. The throw was
high, and the ball sailed over
the first baseman’s head and
toward Hawthorne.
I knew that a throw into
the street meant it was a dead
ball and each runner would
advance one base.
As I instructed the runner to take second, I looked
back and saw the other runner coming home. I stopped
to think. The man who was
originally on first was headed to second, so this runner
needed to stop at third.
I politely asked him to go
back to third. The runner gave
me a puzzled look. He asked

me if I knew the rules. He
didn’t seem to be rude or condescending when he asked,
but I nodded and smiled.
“Do I know the rules?” I
thought to myself. “I’ve been
watching, playing and obsessing over baseball for 20
years. Yes, I know the rules.”
In every level of baseball
I’ve played, if the runner is
more than halfway to one
base when a ball is thrown
away, he gets the next base as
well. For example, if I’m more
than halfway to third base
when the ball is thrown out
of play, I get to go to home.
The problem was that
I was focused on the play
when the ball went out of
play, so I didn’t see where the
other runner was. He was
very polite, and he went back
to third base. His teammates
appealed to me and told me
he should be awarded home
as well.
It was a critical moment in
the game. It was the difference between a one-run and
a two-run lead. There was
a slight tension as my heart
started to race.
“Did I blow that call? Do
these guys think I’m an idiot?”
But Chautauqua slowpitch softball truly is a gentlemen’s game. The Slugs
pitcher looked at me and said
something to the effect of,
“I think he was far enough
along to get home.”
I wasn’t thrilled about
reversing my decision, but
the only thing worse than a
wishy-washy umpire is an
umpire who’s too stubborn
to admit he was wrong.
I looked at both teams and
asked for some help.
“If both teams agree that
the runner was more than
halfway to third when the
ball went out of play, let him
come home,” I said.
The men nodded at one
another and the runner came
home. I felt a mild sense of

accomplishment. It was a civil way to settle the issue.
After the inning, a team
captain wearing a Harvard
University T-shirt walked up
to me.
“You’re doing fine,” he
said. “There were two things
going on there, and it was impossible to see both. Keep up
the good work.”
I thought back to the
game I umpired when I was
14 years old. Most of those
team’s lineups were in no
condition to drive home, and
profane comments about the
game flew around like dirt
after a slide into second base.
But, this was different. This
was Chautauqua.
The rest of the game went
off without a hitch. The Slugs
defeated the Arthritics 18-12
in a hard-fought battle. The
rest of the calls I made were
pretty standard, and though
there were a few close plays
at first, I was fairly certain I
got them all right. I had no
complaints — at least none I
could hear.
After the game, a few
players walked up to me and
thanked me for my effort.
I told them it was my pleasure, and I got the vibe that I
would be welcomed back.
I learned that while some
of the softball leagues I had
seen were places for washedup high-school ballplayers to
drink beer and live out bigleague fantasies, this league
is different. It’s not a bloodsport. The men are educated,
polite and thoughtful. They
take it seriously, but they’re
not going to stoop to using
profanity or berating one another or an umpire in frustration. They play hard, and
they play to win — but not at
the cost of civility.
If the commissioner asks
me to umpire again, I’ll gladly accept. I just need to buy
more sunscreen.

momination

MICHELLE KANAAR | Staff Photographer

ABOVE: The MOMS give a cheer for the Chautauqua Belles after
their game Tuesday evening. BELOW: The MOMS’ Cindy Grabner
reaches home safely en route to her team’s victory.

Orientation/Information Sessions
Special informal orientation sessions for Chautauqua firsttimers are scheduled at 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. each Sunday
evening (excluding the final Sunday of the season) on the
first floor of the Hultquist Center. These sessions afford the
opportunity for new Chautauquans to learn the ins and outs
of this unique place.
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program

F
Friday
JULY 13

7:00 (7 – 11) Farmers Market.
7:15 (7:15–8) Mystic Heart Meditation:
Spiritual Practices of World
Religions. Leader: John Pulleyn
(Zen Buddhist Meditation). Bring gate
pass. Main Gate Welcome Center
Conference Room
7:45 Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel of
the Good Shepherd
8:00 Morning Meditation. (Sponsored
by Unity of Chautauqua.) Hall of
Missions
8:45 Catholic Mass. Chapel of the Good
Shepherd
8:55 (8:55–9) Chautauqua Prays For
Peace Through Compassion. Hall
of Missions Grove
9:00 Nature Walk. (Programmed by the
Chautauqua Bird, Tree & Garden
Club.) Jack Gulvin, BTG naturalist.
Meet under green awning at lake
side of Smith Wilkes Hall.
9:00 Men’s Club Speaker Series. “How
Smart Growth and New Urbanization
Can Make the Places Where We Live
Better.” George Grasser, founder,
Empire State Future. Men’s Club
Meeting. United Methodist House
9:15 DEVOTIONAL HOUR. “The Ministry
of the Unlikely.” The Rev. Mark
Labberton, professor, Fuller
Theological Seminary. Amphitheater
9:15 The Bible Decoded. (Programmed
by Chabad Lubavitch of
Chautauqua.) Rabbi Zalman
Vilenkin. Alumni Hall Library
9:30 (9:30-10:30) Unitarian Universalist
Ethics Series. Daniel Sullivan,
president emeritus, St. Lawrence
University. Hall of Philosophy
10:00 Voice Master Class. (School of
Music) Marlena Malas. McKnight Hall
10:15 Service of Blessing and Healing.
UCC Chapel
10:45 LECTURE. “Leadership and
Institutional Transformation:
Changing the Face and Culture of
Math and Science Education in
America.” Freeman A. Hrabowski,
pres., Univ. of Maryland, Baltimore
County. Amphitheater
12:00 (12–2) Flea Boutique Grand
Opening. (Sponsored by Chautauqua
Women’s Club.) Behind Colonnade
12:15 Brown Bag Lecture. (Programmed
by the Writers’ Center.) “The Tug of
Stories” Josh Rolnick, prose writerin-residence. Alumni Hall Porch
12:15 Meet CSO Musicians. Come talk
with musicians from the Chautauqua
Symphony Orchestra. Smith Wilkes Hall
12:15 (12:15–1:30) PFLAG Brown Bag
Support Meeting. (Sponsored by
Chautauqua Chapter of Parents,
Families and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays and the Metropolitan

Community Church.) “How to Make
our Schools Safe for All.” Bob Coghill,
guidance counselor, Ontario Schools.
Chautauqua Women’s Clubhouse
12:15 Challah Baking. (Programmed by
Chabad Lubavitch of Chautauqua.)
Everett Jewish Life Center porch
12:45 Chautauqua Catholic Community
Seminar. “Love of God and Love of
Neighbor: How ‘DO’ you discover and
evaluate ‘YOUR’ unique potential?”
Rev. William Wangler, rep.,
Foundation for Children & Aging,
Kansas City, Kansas. Methodist
House Chapel
12:45 Jum’a/Muslim Prayer. Introduction
at 12:30.Hall of Christ
1:15 Master Class (Sponsored by
Chautauqua Opera Guild.) Marlena
Malas, chair, Chautauqua Voice
Department and Chautauqua
Opera Young Artists. Fee for nonmembers. Fletcher Music Hall
1:30

(1:30-4) Violin Master Class. (School
of Music) Jacques Israelievitch,
violin. Fee. McKnight Hall

2:00 INTERFAITH LECTURE SERIES.
Lawrence Krauss, professor. earth,
space exploration and physics,
Arizona State University; Krista
Tippett. Hall of Philosophy
2:00 Mah Jongg. (Programmed by
the Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Memberships available at the door.
Women’s Clubhouse
2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
3:30 CLSC LECTURE. “Midnight Rising:
John Brown and the Raid That
Sparked the Civil War.” Tony
Horwitz, author, Midnight Rising.
Hall of Philosophy.
3:30 Chautauqua Heritage Lecture
Series. “History of the Sacred
Song Service.” Jared Jacobsen,
Chautauqua Institution organist,
Marlie Bendiksen, Chautauqua
Institution Archives, with audience
participation. Hall of Christ
3:30

(3:30-5) Chautauqua Dialogues.
(Sponsored by the Dept. of Religion.)
Facilitator led group discussions. No fee
but sign up required at 2 p.m. Interfaith
Lectures. Locations to be announced

4:00 THEATER. New Play Workshop.
Everything Is Ours. (Reserved
seating; purchase tickets at Main
Gate Welcome Center or Colonnade
lobby ticket offices and 45 minutes
before curtain at the Bratton kiosk.)
Bratton Theater

Michelle Kanaar | Staff Photographer

ABOVE: The Raleigh Ringers perform “Bohemian Rhapsody” in the Amphitheater Wednesday evening. This was their fourth visit to
Chautauqua. BELOW: One of the Raleigh Ringers tests his gloves for “The Flight of the Bumblebee.”
4:15

5:00 Hebrew Congregation Evening
Service. “Kabbalat Shabbat:
Welcome the Sabbath.” Service led
by Rabbi Frank Muller. Miller Bell
Tower (Pier Building in case of rain)
6:00 (6–7:45) Chautauqua Choir
Rehearsal. All singers welcome.
(Two rehearsals required to sing at
Sunday worship services.) Elizabeth
S. Lenna Hall
7:00

Piano Performance Class. (School of
Music) Fee. Sherwood-Marsh Studios

7:30 Community Shabbat Dinner.
(Programmed by Chabad Lubavitch
of Chautauqua.) Reservations
required. Everett Jewish Life Center.
8:15 SPECIAL. Scotty McCreery.
Amphitheater

Sa

4:00 CLSC Executive Committee
Meeting. (Programmed by the CLSC
Alumni Association.) Alumni Hall Kate
Kimball Room
4:00 Faculty and Guest Artist
Recital: Almita Vamos, violin and
Monique Duphil, piano. (Benefits
the Chautauqua Women’s Club
Scholarship Fund.) Elizabeth S.
Lenna Hall
4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center

Purple Martin Chat. (Programmed by
the Chautauqua Bird, Tree & Garden
Club.) Jack Gulvin, BTG naturalist.
Purple Martin houses between Sports
Club and Miller Bell Tower

Saturday
JULY 14

7:00 (7 – 11) Farmers Market.
8:30

Hebrew Congregation. Study session.
“Direct to You from the Institute for
Jewish Spirituality” Rabbi Frank
Muller. Hurlbut Church Sanctuary

8:45 Catholic Mass. Chapel of the
Good Shepherd
9:00 Chautauqua Property Owners
Association General Meeting. Hall
of Philosophy
9:30 Hebrew Congregation Sabbath
Service. Service led by Rabbi Frank

Muller; Dr. Andy Symons, soloist.
Hurlbut Church sanctuary
9:30 Chabad Lubavitch Community
Shabbat Service. Rabbi Zalman
Vilenkin. Kiddush will follow. Everett
Jewish Life Center Library
10:00 Chautauqua Institution Board
of Trustees Open Forum. Hall of
Philosophy
12:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
12:30 (12:30–2:30) Social Bridge
(Programmed by the Chautauqua
Women’s Club.) For men and
women. Women’s Club House
2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.

Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
2:00 (2-3:30) Student Recital. School
of Music. (Benefits the Chautauqua
Women’s Club Scholarship Fund.)
McKnight Hall
2:15 THEATER. New Play Workshop.
Everything Is Ours. (Reserved
seating; purchase tickets at Main
Gate Welcome Center or Colonnade
lobby ticket offices and 45 minutes
before curtain at the Bratton kiosk.)
Bratton Theater
3:00 LECTURE. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Contemporary Issue Forum.
“Health Reform: 2010, 2012, 2014
and Forever ...” Ben Sasse, former

assistant secretary of Health and
Human Services. Hall of Philosophy
4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
5:00 Catholic Mass. Hall of Philosophy
6:00 (6–7:45) Chautauqua Choir
Rehearsal. All singers welcome.
(Two rehearsals required to sing at
Sunday worship services.) Elizabeth
S. Lenna Hall
8:15 CHAUTAUQUA SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA. “Water Matters –
Operatically” (H2Opera). Steven
Osgood, guest conductor;
Chautauqua Opera Apprentice
Artists and Studio Artists.
Amphitheater

